
NOTES ON ATTIC DECREES 

I.G., I, 1 

Recent articles about " the earliest Attic decree " have brought new restorations 
and new interpretations to the text of the famous inscription which deals with affairs 
on the island of Salamis. A short discussion by Wilhelm has given a new text of 
the first two and one-half lines and has shown, in my opinion, that the versions of this 
document which appear in the Corpus and in Tod's Greek Historical Inscriptions 
(no. 11) cannot be correct in either form or meaning. Kahrstedt also has raised 

compelling objections against the Corpus text, but in the matter of interpretation 
he has come to conclusions quite the opposite of those set forth by Wilhelm, and 
which Wilhelm makes no attempt to refute. The question at issue was whether the 
decree refers to the original inhabitants of the island of Salamis (restoring oltKovras 
at the end of line 1) or to Athenian klerouchs resident on Salamis (restoring KXEpo'Xo 
at the end of line 1). Wilhelm's suggested wording for the opening clause is as 
follows: 

"E8oXOrEv TOt 86oOt- [ro9 e l] XapL[tv& olKovras] 

OIKEV a aXCauvt [V Ka' rE]Xev, [xov' 'AGevaiot] 

oL T E[X] V Kat oTpar [ evr0] at. 

The part of this restoration which is new grew out of an observation made by 
Bannier that decrees not infrequently have a breaking down of a specification into 
several sentences in which the following repeats the verb of the preceding and adds 
a more exact specification, or that they show a development of the sentence through 
repetition of the verb and the addition of another verb with a co-ordinating con- 

junction. Hence Wilhelm restores [rE]XEv in line 2 to be repeated by the verb E [X]ev 
in line 3, to which is added the more exact specification [xo-vv 'AOevaiot] cr and the 
additional specification of the verb Kat o-Tpa[r [ EvEc]at. The most persuasive example 
which he cites in support of his restoration is to be found in the addendum (op. cit., 
pp. 96-97) where the following quotation is given from a decree of Cyrene:4 arro- 

TrrElkTE e rav [At/3]vav BdarroV ,uev apXayTa[v r ]e Kai /ao-tXta- eraipov se rovsS 

O@palovs rrXEv E rt rat t'-a[ K] la rat Louoiat rrXEV KaTa Tov OtKOV. 

Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 5-11 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
2 Staatsgebiet und Staatsangehbrige in Athen (1934), pp. 358-361. 
3Rh. Mus., LXVII, 1912, p. 522; ibid., LXIX, 1914, p. 494. 
4S.E.G., IX, no. 3, lines 26-28. 
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In spite of this the new suggestion must be rejected. If the clause states that 
those who dwell on Salamis are to be allowed to live and pay taxes there, according 
to Wilhelm's interpretation, it is not an elaboration of this simple statement to say 
in the epexegetical clause that they are to pay taxes and serve in the army with the 
Athenians. The two clauses as they stand side by side are contradictory in that the 
first grants a privilege while the second imposes a restriction. If the verb 'TEX?v means 
that the inhabitants of Salamis are to pay taxes with the Athenians, it ought not to be 
construed in both categories, and if one insists, as evidently Wilhelm must, that there 
is no paradox, then in the short terse phraseology of this early Attic decree the 
restoration which Wilhelm offers is a verbose and roundabout way of saying a very 
simple thing. One wonders why the verb TEX?v was repeated when the scribe had 

already written enough to convey the supposed meaning: [re]XEv [Xcrv' 'AOevaioL]ro. 
This objection to the asyndeton and to the repetition of the verb is equally valid 

if one were to restore KXEPpoXos instead of otKovraC in line 1, so we are forced to the 
conclusion that the new type of restoration suggested by Wilhelm has led to no 

positive result. Kahrstedt's statement of the case against OLKOvTas in line 1 is of more 

importance. The arguments he advances have been unanswered and seem to me 
unanswerable, though it does not necessarily follow that the word to be restored must 
have been KXEPOXO9. I believe it much more satisfactory to assume that this decree 
defines the status of all Athenians living on Salamis, whether they had been sent as 
klerouchs or not, and that the restoration in line 1 should be 'AOEvatos. 

The evidence for the sending of klerouchs to Salamis is ambiguous. Pindar's 
second Nemean ode honors the victor Timodemos of Acharnai, and some of the 
scholiasts have tried to explain Pindar's reference to his having been brought up 
on Salamis by saying that he was one of the Athenian klerouchs there. But there 
were other explanations, like that of Aristarchos, who attributed the references to 
Salamis to the supposed fact that Timodemos belonged to the tribe Aiantis. This was 

nothing more than an unhappy guess, for Acharnai belongs not to Aiantis but to 
Oineis. The scholion on line 19 should be read in full: 5 ,qrrat 8ta rt 8qJTorE Ta TrEpt 

SaXaT?va elt rovw repi Tko68r/fov Xdyovs lTpoo-KrTat' ov yap 8rTov aXaa.tiVog ?v? 

avTtKpvs yap avrov Axapve'a qo-'C rv 8 'ftov. 'ApkcrapXos tev or Tv Tr AlavriSos qbvX j^ 

Elval, OVK Op06' Ol yap 'Axapve^t rqs Otvr'l8OS fvX\7] E tcrt. o& 8E TrEpi 'Ao-KXlrmtaS 

cacr-tv OTLon KOS EcrTV avrov etvat r&v TrXv CaaLtva KartaKXtpovXt(oravrTxv O AOrAvattvCV 

elKo0 ovv avrov yevv?OevrTa 'Aro~vrl-ro reOpdaOat v EaXa!pvm. 
The school of Asklepiades, like Aristarchos, seems to have been guessing, but 

the scholiast confirms that their view was a guess by reporting it after eKOS Eo-Trw 

and ElKO6. Moreover, when he supposedly went to Salamis, Timodemos would seem 
himself to have been too young to be a klerouch in his own name: yevvqOevtra 'A04r/vqo-t 

5 A. B. Drachmann, Scholia Vetera in Pindari Carmina, III (Teubner, Leipzig: 1927). 
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rEOpaw00at ev SaXa/Ctvit; and the very fact that he was wealthy enough and prominent 

enough to win a victory that was celebrated by Pindar removes him from the class 
of citizen that was usually chosen for purposes of colonization. 

It is our belief that Timodemos was not a klerouch, but an Athenian citizen whose 
family may have lived on Salamis, and where indeed he may himself have spent his 
youth, as the scholiast conjectures. So far as the scholion gives proof, our guess today 
may be just as valid as the guess of Asklepiades; and this leaves the direct evidence 
for the klerouchy very tenuous indeed.6 

On the other hand it is reasonable to suppose that Athenian settlers did go to 
Salamis when the island was conquered and again when the island was finally ad- 
judicated to Athens after the expulsion of the tyrants.7 Even so, there is no reason 
to suppose that the decree must deal with klerouchs alone. It must have been passed 
after the restoration of democracy at the end of the sixth century, and it is best 
interpreted as giving evidence of the way in which all Athenians on the island, old 
settlers as well as new, were to be incorporated in the structure of the Athenian state. 
They were to be guaranteed possession of their residences and property on the island; 
but inasmuch as the phrase OKE`V eav implies not only the guarantee of their residences 
but also the management of their own affairs, this grant of privilege was qualified 
with the provision that the Athenians on Salamis would have to pay taxes and serve 
in the army at Athens. 

The logic of the context calls for an adversative particle between the first and 
second halves of the sentence. The letters -XEv in line 2, therefore, should be restored 
not as [rE]XEv but as [r] XE'v. With the interpretation here given I propose the fol- 

lowing restoration for these first two and one-half lines of the decree ending with 
the full stop of punctuation in the middle of the third line:8 

E'soXcEv rTOt 8sLO. oc r[o e X] aXa [Zvt 'AOEvatio ] 
OLKEV ea aXaAa/Lvt [aLiE v ]X v [hhort 8e 'AOeve] 
tL T?EXEV Kat crTpar[TEVEcr]at : 

This restoration is achieved with a stoichedon length of line of 35 letters, an 

arrangement which must be followed in the first six lines of the inscription. Wilhelm 

(op. cit., p. 8) has done well to call attention to the unhappy circumstance that many 
restorations proposed for this text have not yielded the same number of letters in 

6 Beloch, Gr. Gesch., I2, 2, p. 314, seems to feel more confidence in the evidence of the scholiast, 
and Kahrstedt, who supplied XcAcpoxos in line 1 of I.G., I2, 1, calls Timodemos " wohl Sohn eines 
Kolonisten von c. 510." Cf. Staatsgebiet und Staatsangehbrige in Athen, p. 358. 

7 M. P. Nilsson, A.J.P., LIX, 1938, pp. 386-387, argues for an exchange of population earlier 
in the sixth century. 

8 A tip of the lambda is on the stone in re.iv in line 3. It is clearly visible in all the published 
photographs. 
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each of the first six lines. This introduces us to considerations of a purely physical 
nature with respect to which considerable advance has been made within recent years. 
Austin, in his book on Stoichedon Style (pp. 20-21 and 45), has made a careful study 
of this text, particularly of the first six lines of it, and has urged very strongly that 
restorations which do not yield the same length of line are very unlikely to be correct.9 
One must therefore undertake to see that any restoration proposed conforms to the 
necessary requirements of the stoichedon pattern. 

As is well known, the letters of the last six lines of this document are not 
stoichedon. Yet in spite of their apparently haphazard arrangement it is possible to 
observe a certain plan and order in their general disposition. This is a fact perhaps 
not quite so compelling as the rigorous pattern of stoichedon order but nevertheless 
a fact which must be taken into account when restorations are proposed. One can 
show, for example, that the verb ho [rXAle]v which appears in I.G., I2, 1, in lines 10-11, 
is too short by three letter spaces to fill the amount of space available on the stone. 
The question of disposition which affects these latter lines can best be seen with 
reference to a reconstructed drawing. If one studies the dispositions shown in Fig. 1 
he will note in a general way the following phenomenon: the first letters of all lines 
at the edge of the stone run through in a continuous column from top to bottom.10 
The second letters of all lines form another column which runs continuously from 
top to bottom, though it swings slightly toward the right in the later lines and to a 
perfectionist seems somewhat straggly. It appears as if the stonecutter was reluctant 
to break away from the stoichedon order in the beginning of line 7 but that he was 
anxious to shift the letters toward the right so that the second letters of lines 7-12 

might come below both the second and third letters of lines 1-6. It is a significant fact 
that the third letters of lines 7-12, if we may call the mark of punctuation in line 12 
a letter, form a fairly vertical column beneath the fourth letters of lines 1-6. This 

progression is now continued across the face of the stone in such a fashion that one 

may trace continuous columns of letters from top to bottom if he will begin his column 
with those letters in any one of the following sequences of letter spaces: 1, 2, 4, 7, 
10, 13, etc. One will note with particular interest the perfection of the pattern as it 

appears in the column marked by the thirteenth letter space. This was noted by Austin 

(op. cit., p. 21), though without reference to the general disposition. If this scheme 
is carried across the face of the stone, the sequence of traceable columns will come to 
its conclusion with the following column numbers: 28, 31, 34, and 35. The normal 

length of line in the lower part of the inscription is thus determined as the equivalent 

9 See also Cl. Phil., XXXIV, 1939, p. 384. 
10 Right to left in the drawing. The monument was a tapering pillar with the lines of the 

inscription reading from top to bottom. For the sake of following the text we here refer to the 

top as the left side, the bottom as the right side, the right side as the top, and the left side as the 
bottom. See Wilhelm, Ath. Mitt., XXIII, 1898, pp. 466-467. 
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Drawn by A. E. Raubitschek 

of twenty-four letter spaces. There is a possibility of 
variation with an excess of one letter in line 10, where I 
have ventured to restore 8p[aX0ov]. The restoration I 
believe certain, and the excess of one letter is made neces- 
sary by comparison with restorations in lines immediately 
above. However, one will note that the initial letters of 

1 p[aXC/ov] are unusually close together and that the two 
letters which follow the word are also crowded. The excess 
of one letter space in this line which seems called for by 
the proposed restoration is confirmed by the actual dis- 
position of the stone itself. One will note in the last line 
that there is a similar crowding in [ei]' 7 re. Here the 
preceding mark of punctuation usurps one letter space, and 
the slight crowding compensates for this to make possible 
again a line of twenty-four letters. 

Wilhelm has already observed that the mark of punc- 
tuation in line 3 must be taken as separating two distinct 
clauses of the inscription and he uses this observation as 
one of the arguments against a proposed restoration of 
Luria, which was adopted by Tod, where the mark of 
punctuation has no organic function. A similar observa- 
tion may be made about the mark of punctuation in line 
12. These triple dots do not belong midway within a single 
clause. On the contrary, they separate a clause which 
follows from one which precedes. The phrase, therefore, 
which begins in line 12 with [err] rTE/ 8[o]XE[s -- must 
stand alone and cannot be part of a sentence which has 
been traditionally read as ravO'' E'8oXr]Ev : [eir]t reg 

/g [o]X [s---. I suggest for this last line the reading: 
[[e7r] res /3[o]XE[ rZavr' Eyv6o'e]. It is not part of the 
decree, as is proved by the fact that it stands in asyndeton, 
not connected with what precedes by the particle 8E. It is 
merely a statement of record, and I believe it shows that 
the decree was brought up for discussion in the Demos as 
a probouleuma or yvCt)r] of the Council. Scholars have 
commented (e. g., Tod, op. cit., p. 14) on the absence of 
any mention of the Council in the opening formula of this 
decree. The interpretation here given of the last line sup- 
plies this deficiency, and we see already the familiar pattern 

of Athenian legislative machinery. The democracy was still young and one notes 
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merely that the phrase E'oXO-EV ret /3oXet Kac TrOL eot, which we find in the fifth cen- 

tury, had not yet become the stereotyped method of expression in the opening lines 
of a decree.1 

As already observed, a new provision of this decree begins after the mark of 
punctuation in line 3. The Athenians resident on Salamis are not to rent out certain 
property (?) except under certain conditions. It is very difficult to discover from the 
preserved letters how to make a restoration that will define with reasonable certainty 
what this property was and what these conditions were. I offer a text below by way 
of example. It is based upon the assumption that no Athenian of Salamis was to rent 
property on Salamis unless the lessees also lived there. It would be rash indeed to claim 
that this is the only interpretation that may be made for these lines. But whatever 
the provision, a penalty was attached (lines 4-7) for anyone who did rent his property 
in violation of the terms of this decree. These lines, down through line 6, are now 
restored with a uniform length of 35 letters. 

Except for the irregularities already noted of an extra letter in line 10 and of 
assigning one space to the mark of punctuation in line 12, lines 7-12 should be restored 
with 24 letters each in order to give to them the same amount of space on the stone 
as that occupied by the first six lines. The provision in lines 9-10 is that the Athenians 
on Salamis shall provide their own arms to the value of thirty drachmai. Naturally 
this applied only to those who had the necessary property qualification to make them 
eligible. With the old restoration of lines 10-11, ho [riE?] v Se [ro]v apovr [a], it was 
assumed that the archon supplied the arms because, supposedly, the recipients could 
not afford them themselves. Kahrstedt writes (op. cit., p. 360): Man konnte nicht 
warten, bis der neu angesetzte Bauer den Kaufpreis fur die o'rXa bar zuriickgelegt 
hatte, und ihn so lange von der Wehrpflicht entbinden; der Mann hatte dann bloss 
sein Geld zu vertrinken brauchen, um von der Heerespflicht verschont zu bleiben: 
ein Preis auf schlechte Wirtschaft. 

For purely physical reasons we have just seen that the restoration ho[1rTXe] iv is 
not permissible, so there is no evidence in any case for the archon furnishing the arms. 
But to suggest that a landowner would drink away his substance merely to avoid 
liability to furnish arms is a specious bit of special pleading which needs for its 
refutation only the reminder that the same might be said of the Athenians in Attica. 
Nor do I see any reason to suppose that all the Athenians on Salamis were " neu 

angesetzt," and that they cannot, some of them at least, have had available capital 
with which to buy arms. The difficulty disappears when one assumes that many of 
them were probably of long residence on the island. 

11 The use of ravr' 
'fSoxXev To& 8sOLt 

in I.G., I2, 3 and 4 of 485/4 B.C. is found in the postscripts 
and is by implication of its position a proof that the decrees came to the Demos as probouleumata. 
But even at this date it is apparent that the later phraseology had not become established. 
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Instead of ho[rXtl?E]v I have restored in lines 10-11 the participle ho[7rr Lo-EEvo] v, 
which fills the requirements of space in line 10, and I interpret the clause to mean 
that after the eligible Athenians had armed themselves the archon was to pass judg- 
ment on the arms which they provided. 

This brings to a conclusion the body of the decree proper. The statement in the 
last line that the decree was formulated as a probouleuma in the Council has already 
been noted above. The entire text is as follows: 

Ei8oxcEv Tot 8E/o.LL R E ] .tXap. [Z v 'AOEvaoI ] 
OlKEV ea aXaaittv alet CtLEL r] XEv [hort Sl 'AAOEVE] 

o-t TEXEv Kat cro-par[Eveo-]at: r[ a 8' e IaXa/.avt IL] 

e /ILL[cr0]OV Ea A oiK[6or- KaC h]o[t PLto-O6/EVOLC iEa] 
5 v 8e ptc06o aroriCTt[vEV rO .L'crOOLEvov Kat TO /i] 

oi-0ovra heKarE[pov Tr TpLiTXado'ov rTo pLuro0] 

E osELoTLO[v EIv: eTrparev 8s rTO a] 

pxo[]ra, eav [8e pE', evO]v[VEo-OaLi r] 
a 8e [h]o7TXa vr[ape`XEO]Oa[l avTro< : r] 

10 pLd [K] ova: op [ IaXov: ] ho [lrXirpLevo] 
v 8e [T] ov aPXOvr[a ra ho'rXa KpiV] 

ev* [E7T]1 TE 7's [o]XE[g rav'r ey6o-Oe]. 

I.G., I2, 24 

In Harvard Studies in Classical Philology,12 Robert Schlaifer has undertaken 
a new study of the first decree which refers to the priestess of Athena Nike. The text 
which he proposes reads as follows: 

IG I2 24 

in lapide supra coniuncto 

[- - - .eypa.i/Lareve] 

[--- -ITrpzTaveve] 

in lapide conservato 

[e'8oo-EV TEtL 3 OXA Kat To]: [8E]po[t, ...] 

[.... ETE(ToTaTe, H&'T7OrV] tKOS E'TE' [TEa] 
5 ['AOevaiaL TEL Ni]KEL htepeav he a [oTre] 

[EX acToV EcTrr] (?) EX 'AfEvat'ov haTra [a'o] 
[v Kat0aTra] c OaL' KTX. 

12 Vol. LI, 1940, pp. 257-260. 
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Appended to this text is an apparatuzs criticus which gives in compendious form some- 
thing of the history of the document and the various readings and restorations 
proposed. 

There has been some insistence lately on the desirability of publishing such an 
apparatus with the text of every inscription. In particular, L. Robert 13 advocates even 
the inclusion of erroneous restorations, because one profits from the mistakes of his 
predecessors. For many inscriptions it would be obviously a waste of space to print 
all readings and restorations now known to be incorrect. This holds true, for example, 
of the many decrees from the archonship of Anaxikrates (307/6 B.c.) and for many 
of the fragments of the Athenian tribute-quota lists, though Schlaifer has himself 
insisted upon the desirability of an apparatus criticus even for the tribute-quota lists."8 
Some justification might be offered for a compendious apparatus of very simple texts, 
especially where earlier transcriptions have been published in inaccessible sources, 
or where the originals have been lost and cannot themselves now be studied. But it 
should be remembered that a student can derive profit from the mistakes of his 
predecessors only when he has some explanation of how the mistakes came to be 
made. This requires commentary which may serve to clarify the problems that have 
to be discussed. But more often it is necessary to refer to the original publications 
themselves and to follow with some care the line of argument set forth by each editor. 
The text of an inscription differs from the text of a classical author in that its proto- 
type is usually available at least in photograph or squeeze, so that a demonstrably true 
text can frequently be established by applying sound principles of epigraphical study. 
Some of the difficulties and some of the shortcomings of the compendious apparatus 
criticus are so well illustrated in that offered by Schlaifer on I.., I, 24 that it seems 
worthwhile to make some further comment upon it.15 

As a note on line 4, Schlaifer gives [hUrTTov] Korte: [rXa] ]KO West; and it 
will be observed that in the text proper he adopts Korte's restoration of the name 
[HT7nrowv] KOg for the orator of the decree. There is no reference in the publication 
at our disposal to clarify the reasons for the divergent restorations made by Korte 
and West. One must perforce go to other publications to find the reasons that lay 
behind these two suggestions. The reference to Korte can be found by consulting the 
commentary in the Corpus on I.G., I2, 24; but the reference to West hangs completely 
in the air, and one would be at a loss to discover anything about it if he did not have 
information quite extraneous to that offered by Schlaifer's article. In point of fact, 

13 Revue de Philologie, LX, 1934, p. 407; and L'Epigraphie grecque au College de France, p. 8. 
14 American Historical Review, XLV, 1940, p. 370. 
15 Dow has recognized the shortcomings of an apparatus criticus so keenly that in his publication 

of I.G., II2, 2336 (H.S.C.P., LI, 1940, p. 111) he declares, "it is clear that the eventual com- 
mentary has to be so interrelated that the discussion of variant readings cannot be detached for 
publication here." 
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W. B. Dinsmoor in 1924 noted the sloping stroke of an alpha before the preserved 
upright which Korte had read as the second iota in the name of Hipponikos. Only 
the lower part of this upright vertical stroke is preserved; so Dinsmoor restored it 
as an incomplete upsilon and read the resulting name as [ X] a)VKo9. In the summer of 
1925 Allen West was in Athens with Dinsmoor. At this time Dinsmoor showed to 
West the traces of the name as he had read them, and West confirmed his interpreta- 
tion. A note from West was communicated to Tod when he was preparing his edition 
of Greek Historical Inscriptions, and in his publication (p. 79) he reports: " Professor 
A. B. West informs me that the traces on the stone point to rXavKos as the proposer 
of the decree and rule out 'IrTOv] L^KOs." It must be supposed that this is the source 
from which Schlaifer derived his knowledge of the reading [rXa]VKo%, though in 
fact, in following the principle of suum cuique, it would now be correct to attribute 
the reading in line 4 to Dinsmoor rather than to West and to write the form not as 
Schlaifer has written it but with the alpha outside the brackets and indicated as 
doubtful or incomplete by a dot beneath it: [rX]a IKO9. In the meantime, the certainty 
that [Htlrvrov] .KOs is a false restoration was also affirmed by Wade-Gery.J6 

The difficulty of setting forth these facts in the compendious terminology of an 
apparatus criticus will be obvious to anyone and is further demonstrated by the fact 
that the note which Schlaifer does give does not represent the history of the reading 
at any time. So far as the restoration of the text itself is concerned, we note that 
Dinsmoor, West, and Wade-Gery, who have all seen the stone, declare the reading 
of the name Hipponikos to be impossible. Had Tod in his publication had full notes 
from West, undoubtedly he would have read [Fr) 4LavKo instead of [rXa]jVKog, as the 
form now appears in his publication. The improved form is that which should be given 
in line 4, and the name of Hipponikos should be relegated to a footnote. In both 
cases the apparatus criticus in the traditional literary form is useless, and the history 
of the reading cannot be understood without an adequate commentary.17 Schlaifer 
may have made use of Tod's commentary, though he makes no reference to Tod and 
has not profited by the implications of his discussion. 

So much for line 4. In lines 5-6, there appears the phrase hA a[ o-re ex a-rrov 
io-r] (?). This is now offered as a substitute for the reading of Kavvadhias: he a[v 

aJT7E EX ac-rov E]t or for that of Ziehen: he a[v 8ta /3,o htepara] . Against the restora- 
tions of his predecessors Schlaifer has advanced epigraphical arguments 18 to show 
that the letter following the last alpha preserved in line 5 may have been iota, or 
possibly alpha, gamma, or delta. So much of the surface, however, is preserved that 

16 J.H.S., LI, 1931, p. 78, note 80. See also H.S.C.P., Suppl. Vol. I, 1940, p. 152, note 2. 
17 Welter, in his discussion of the chronology of the Nike bastion (Arch. Anz., 1939, p. 14), 

has also ignored the fact that the name Hipponikos must be abandoned. So also Arvanitopoulos, 
'ErtypaoLK , p. 62, and A. B. Cook, Zeus, III, p. 813, note 5. 

18 Loc. cit., p. 260, note 1. 
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one may not restore the letter nu.'9 The same objection which Schlaifer offers against 
the traditional nu may also be offered with some probability against the sigma which 
he himself suggests, but the principal objection to his new restoration is linguistic 
rather than epigraphical and amounts simply to the fact that it is not good Greek. If 
this clause is final or serves to describe a definite person (usually with ocrrtL), a future 
indicative might be used; if it is generic, or if the modal force so common after an 
imperative in the leading clause is present, then av with the subjunctive is necessary.20 
It is impossible to make sense of it with a verb supplied in the present indicative. 

But let us return to the epigraphical considerations. Granted that the stone is 
so well preserved after the final alpha of line 5 that the next letter cannot have been 
nu and probably was not sigma, one may restore it as gamma, the form being con- 
ditioned by the initial letter of the following word. Under these circumstances it is 
possible to read: 

rX]avKO<s E77TE [-TE'] 

['AOEvalai rTL Ni] KEt htEpeav he a [y Ko] 
[ivE haLpeOEe] EX9 'AOEvatov haa7ra [oo] 
[v Kaio'raT] oOat. 

Attention may be called to the fact that final nu before an initial kappa fre- 

quently changes to gamma,21 and if one objects that there are already instances in 
this inscription where the same combination occurs without change, it may further 
be observed that such change is by no means always uniform.22 

This clause in the decree provides for an open election of a priestess for Athena 
Nike from the entire body of Athenian women. It is difficult to see how the Greek 
can be made to refer only to a change in method of election for an already existing 
priesthood, as Schlaifer (loc. cit.. p259) would have us believe. It is true that few 
details are given, that even necessary details are omitted, but these may have been 
given elsewhere, possibly in the amendment which followed or in another decree. This 
fact should not prevent our translation of the proposal of Glaukos, and its interpreta- 
tion, in the light of the Greek text that can be recovered on the stone. Schlaifer admits 
that " scholars have always thought that this text is the record of the creation of the 
priesthood of Athena Nike." Rightly so. Of particular significance is the absence 
of the definite article with htepeav. The Athenians were to elect a priestess, not make 
some change in the status of the priestess, i. e., in the status of a priestess whose 

19 In view of this fact it is difficult to understand his affirmation (loc. cit., p. 259, note 3) 
that Ziehen's restoration is " satisfactory epigraphically." 

20 See Gildersleeve, Syntax of Classical Greek, I, ?? 267, 369, and 387. Cf. the examples cited 
by Meisterhans, Grammatik3, pp. 236, 241, and 247. 

21 Meisterhans, Grammatik der attischen Inschriften3, p. 110. Cf. Lademann, De titulis Atticis 
quaestiones orthographicae et grammaticae, p. 73. 

22 See, for example, I.G., I2, 372, lines 41 and 44, and 67 and 68. 
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existence already could be postulated.28 This does not mean that the sanctuary of 
Athena Nike on the acropolis was without the services of a priestess before this decree 
was passed. The necessary functions were probably performed by the priestess of 
Athena par excellence, the priestess of Athena Polias.24 But by the provisions of this 
decree the reconditioned shrine of Athena Nike was to have a separate priestess 
of its own. 

The preserved portion of I.G., I2, 24 was surmounted by a separate stone. The 
two pieces were joined by the strongest form of splice or scarf-joint, sloping down 
toward the back. Dinsmoor has argued on architectural grounds that this joint is 
quite unsuited to receive the bottom moulding of an acroterion or relief.25 The upper 
stone, now lost, must have been an additional piece added on to increase the height 
of the stele and consequently there was room above the splice for lines of the inscription 
to be restored before the first line which appears in the lower fragment. In this first 
line of the lower fragment there are preserved parts of three letters which fall into 
proper position for the reading: [ESoxc0Ev rTE /0oXLt Kac ro] [ [8e]Q[ ... ]. If this is 
correct, then the normal prescript could not have been recorded in its entirety on the 
lower portion of the stone; for two of the three clauses naming the prytany, the secre- 
tary, and the epistates would have to be omitted for lack of space. Schlaifer recognizes 
this irregularity and suggests that all elements necessary to the preamble of a decree 
can be accounted for if the prytany and the secretary were named on the upper stone. 
Since they could themselves hardly have occupied enough space to justify an upper 
stone, he assumes that there was also a relief there carved which presumably occupied 
most of the space. He attributes this "almost certainly correct answer " to Dow, 
though it should be noted that a similar suggestion had been previously and inde- 
pendently made by Tod.26 It is further clear that one of the items on the superimposed 
stone must have been the name of the prytany, for reference to Leontis in the body 
of the decree shows that this was the prytany in office when the decree was passed. 
Only in the ninth prytany of any year could the name of the following prytany be 
known in advance. So unless the prytany of this decree happened to be ninth in order 
within the year, Leontis must have been its name.27 Inasmuch as the formula [AEovrIs 
ETpvTavevvE] cannot be restored in the lacuna at the top of the lower stone, it must have 
been one of the two items relegated to the upper fragment. 

23 The significance of the article in implying previous existence has been noted in another con- 
nection by Meritt, Classical Studies Presented to Edward Capps, p. 248. 

24 The moneys of Athena Nike, even after this decree, continued to be stewarded by the samle 
board of treasurers as the moneys of Athena Polias. See, for example, Meritt, Athenian Financial 
Documents, p. 93 (lines 18-19 and 21), p. 140 (line 51), and p. 143 (lines 116-117). Cf. Ferguson, 
Treasurers of Athena, p. 21, note 1. 

25 A.J.A., XXVII, 1923, p. 319. 26 Greek Historical Inscriptions, p. 79. 
27 See Ferguson, The Athenian Secretaries, pp. 19-27; Brillant, Les Secretaires Atheniens, 

pp. 23-24; Meritt, A.J.P., LVII, 1936, pp. 180-181; and Dow, Prvtaneis, p. 210, note 3. 
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Schlaifer supports his argument for this disposition by noting that examples of 
the name of the secretary in this preliminary position are common and that the name 
of the prytany in a similar position is possible, though rare.28 He cites quite correctly 
I.G., I2, 78 as an example of the latter disposition. The two citations which he gives 
for the secretary are without probative value. Schlaifer has failed to observe that 
the text of I.G., I, 22 (to which he refers) no longer names the secretary Eukles 
in the first line. The correct reading of this line has been given by Oliver as 
[Mt] Xeo-r[oI xorvy] yp [ atal in an article published by him in the Transactions of the 
American Philological Association, LXVI, 1935, pp. 177-198, and more recently 
referred to in detail in Epigraphica Attica, pp. 49-53, and note 3. If one will glance 
at the text of I.G., I2, 31, which Schlaifer cites as another example for the preliminary 
position of the name of the secretary, he will realize how hazardous and unjustifiable 
it is to base any argument on the one single preserved letter of the first line of that 
inscription.29 

Nevertheless, many examples may be cited where the name of the secretary does 

appear in a conspicuous position before the opening formula of decree.3? But the 
normal arrangement was for the name of the secretary to be repeated in the body of 
the inscription proper. So these examples do not afford exact parallels to the proposed 
arrangement of the present text. It would be so far a unique document if the name 
of the tribe in prytany and the name of the secretary were both to appear on a super- 
imposed piece of stone with neither one recurring in the preamble of the decree below. 

The alternative can best be visualized if we remember Dinsmoor's note on the 
architectural characteristics of the splice and the desirability of assuming that the 
face of the superimposed stone was available for inscription. There is also another 
physical characteristic here to be noted for the first time. The distance to be computed 
from the top of the first line of the lower fragment to the thin edge of the splice is 

only 0.003 m. This measurement has been provided by the kindness of McGregor 
from the marginalia of West's copy of the Corpus and it is confirmed by Dinsmoor 
from his own notes.31 This amounts to exactly one-half of the normal interspace 
between lines, and the disposition suggests that the text ran continuously from the 
upper to the lower stone and that the lines were so calculated that the joint might 
evenly divide the interspace. Furthermore, the proximity to the joint of the first line 

28 Loc. cit., p. 259, note 1. 
29 This is especially true since the one letter (kappa) falls to the right of the preserved omicron 

in the line below. 
30 I.G., I2, 77, 81, 82, 84, 87, 96, 109, 110, 115, and 119; Hesperia, II, 1933, no. 12 (cf. Wilhelm, 

Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 81, 97). 
31 The perspective of the published photographs (Kavvadhias, 'ET. 'Apx., 1897, plate 11; Kern, 

Inscriptiones Graecae, plate 14; A. H. Smith, Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 
XXXIX, 1926-1927, p. 129; Arvanitopoulos, 'ErtypaqlKr, p. 62) gives a wrong impression of the 
top line of the stone. For such photographic distortion, see Meritt, Epigraphica Attica, pp. 37-41. 
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on this lower fragment makes it extremely improbable that the inscription was cut 
before the two stones were spliced together. The danger of breakage along the thin 
edge would have been considerable, when the letters were cut, if the upper piece was 
not already in position to sustain the impact of the chisel. From this consideration 
alone it appears that Schlaifer's thesis runs into serious difficulty when he suggests 
(loc. cit., p. 259) that one stonecutter set to work on a sculptured relief and the names 
of the prytany and the secretary on one stone, while another cut the text of the in- 
scription on the other stone. In such an event it must surely have been a more normal 
procedure to let one man do all the sculpture and the other do all the lettering; and in 
any case, if the two stones were worked separately, the beginning of text on the lower 
stone should have been at a greater distance from its top margin. Normally, in Attic 

inscriptions of the fifth century, the distance from the top margin to the first line of 
the text was greater than the interspace between lines, not less than the interspace 
as in this inscription, and this is true even though the normal stele has a rectangular 
top or protecting moulding and not the thin edge made by the acute angle of a 

scarf-joint. 
Our conclusion must be that the two pieces of this stele were doweled together 

before the inscription was cut, and the evidence of disposition indicates that the text 
ran continuously from the upper fragment to the lower. This implies that the main 
inscription was cut principally upon the upper fragment, now lost, and that the motion 
of Glaukos was an amendment to it. Under these circumstances the partially preserved 
letters which have been restored with the reading [ro] [8e] /Lo[i] cannot belong to 
the sanction-formula; they must come, rather, from the concluding lines of the 
principal text before the amendment begins. Such a restoration is entirely possible 
and by way of example one may suggest for it the following wording: 

[........... rT 8e TrpvTrdve XPEI/], 

[a -ra- Ept Tr-roVov Ev 7T]. [ E] .Lo[i ,v -] 
[E ITporpT heSpa t rx] X s VKOs [E-Tr ] 

etc. 

This solution of the problem takes full account of the physical peculiarities of 
the stele itself and avoids an extraordinary preamble from which two essential ele- 
ments have been relegated to a separate stone affixed above it. It must be remembered 
that the stele, consisting of upper and lower fragments firmly joined together, should 
be conceived as a unit even before the inscribing of the text. It was dealt with by 
the stonecutter who cut the letters just as he would have dealt with any stele, with 
the exception that he so arranged his letters as not to have any of them fall upon 
the line of juncture between the two pieces. First he inscribed the main decree for 
which we now have only parts of three letters preserved. Then he inscribed the 
amendment proposed by Glaukos and finally he inscribed the amendment proposed 
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by Hestiaios. There must be some misunderstanding in Schlaifer's assertion (loc. 
cit., p. 258) that if I.G., I2, 24 as we know it was an amendment it would have been 
cut on the back of the stone carrying the decree it was calculated to amend. Apparently 
Schlaifer in this part of his argument is attempting a new definition of the term 
" amendment." It would be extraordinary to claim that amendments, as epigraphists 
commonly understand them, were cut on the back of their stelai. 

The rider proposed by Glaukos is punctuated, according to the restoration pro- 
posed above, by one uninscribed letter space between the end of the first decree and 
the beginning of his name. The rider proposed by Hestiaios was punctuated as a new 

paragraph. For both devices there are parallels in the fifth-century inscriptions of 
Athens.32 There is apparently no other fifth-century inscription where both systems 
of punctuation were used in the same decree, but this is merely a matter of disposition 
and we have no assurance that a stonecutter acquainted with both styles could not 
have used them both if it pleased him to do so. With the motions of Glaukos and 
Hestiaios both considered as amendments, it is now possible to assume that the formula 
of publication appeared in the lost decree of the upper stone. Its omission would 
have to be considered an irregularity if the motion of Glaukos is to be interpreted as 
the original decree. The following text of I.G., IP, 24 is proposed in order to illus- 
trate the arguments advanced in the preceding discussion:33 

I.G., I2, 24 :ITOIX. 29 

[eGoX(rV TreL foXEt Kal TOtL 8ekLOL AEo] 

[VTtS E7pvTaveve .......15.......] 

lacuna to the end of the upper stone 

[..... .. . ..... 8E pvTaves XPEIp] 

[arto-at 7TEpt TOVTOV e`v To ] [8E']L9o[ ev r] 

5 eLt ITpoTC EEL h epaLt 
v 

rFX]LVKO ee [E TL] 

['AOe vaia rEt Nt] KEt hdepEav he a[y Ko] 

[LtvE hacpe0e] L EX 'AOevalov ha7ra[cro] 

IV KaOlto'a]ocOat KaL TO hLeplov Ovpoc-a 
Lt aOtL 1v KaLXXLKKpares Xo'vyypadro- 

10 EL' aTroLurTOo-o'at 8E 7s 7TroXETaSa Er7 T 

32 From inscriptions of about the same date, cf. I.G., I2, 19, 58, 59, 70b, 70a + c (Wilhelm, 
Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 52-58, 71-72; see below, pp. 320-326), 94, 95, 118, and 148 for the letter 
space, and I.G., I2, 39, 65, 76, 84, 139, 144, and 152 for the paragraph. It may be well to note here 
two corrections that should be made in the published texts: in I.G., I2, 94, line 11, and in I.G., I, 118, 
line 26, there should be indicated in each case a blank space on the stone before the name of the 
orator. T.G., I2, 70, fragment b, line 10 has been corrected by Wilhelm, Attische Urkunden IV, 
p. 54; see below, p. 322. 

33 For the date of the inscription see Wade-Gery, H.S.C.P., Suppl. Vol. I, 1940, p. 130. For a 
recent discussion of the legislative aspects see Atkinson, Athenian Legislative Procedure, pp. 35-37. 
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ES AEeoVTSOS rTpvravetas 
' Eepev sE r 

e epavhp 7TvreTEKovTa paXIas& KaL, 

Ta (-KEXe Kaot a Seppcara /Epelv Tov T e 

p, oo l Fi ,? K 
. 

poLrOV 
' 

veov 8E olKoo0o/ec'at KaOoTL 

15 av KaXXLKpares XcrVYYpda'o-EL KaW t30 
tiov Xt0ivov. 

heo'rTalos e?7re rpes av,Spas hIEXEA- 

at ey /3oXE' T ovros 8/e er [a'] KaXXcKpa 
[tro], Xo'vyypcd/o-azrag 7r [LGEiXo-ac rE] 

20 [t /oX]eL Kao'rTL 0 aro,L [ 0o-OoOE'cTETa ..] 

[...... ]E o [- ----------] 

I.G., I2, 27 and 143 

Wilhelm has now published a new text of I.G., I2, 27 and called attention once 
more to the chance that I.G., I2, 143 is related to it.34 The relationship depends partly 
on the names of men honored by the Athenians and their disposition on the stone 
and partly on the fact that the preambles of both decrees can be restored with the 
same tribe in prytany, the same secretary, and the same epistates. The orator also 
may have been the same, though no trace of his name is preserved in I.G., I2, 143.35 

Presumably, therefore, I.G., I2, 143, which is later in date than I.G., I2, 27, is a copy 
or a reaffirmation of the earlier decree. 

For the sake of the record it may be well here to note that the brackets indicating 
restoration have not always been properly placed in the new text of I.G., I2, 143. These 
can be controlled by the excellent photograph published by Wilhelm (op. cit.) and 
from the earlier published majuscules of the first editions. 

I.G.. I', 143 

--------- VJ i [.... ] 'Iqa<8>o 
---------["A]poyo' '1 [tLs]o 

-?-------- 'VVTOop i 'Ic [ la] ao 

------ 'AX [X] ro/e [vo]E 'I9 6aSo 
5 [rpoxO-EVO avro'] Kat ot Tov[] 1ov. 

vacat 

[e8oXo-E rTEt 8oXE]t KaC T6 [L 8] ]e/zo A :TOIX. 27 

34 Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 25-31 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
35 Wilhelm's latest text of I.G., I2, 27 is incorrect in showing four letters instead of three to be 

restored in the name of the epistates at the end of line 2. In his text, and in the Corpus, the letter 
after dire in line 5 should be alpha, not nu. This appears clearly on my squeeze. 
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[EovTrs eE7TpvTCve] , 'Ap- [ro] KipaTE 

[ Eypac/LJLarEve, NLKoT]rp [aroT] Eie[T E] 

[TaTE ---. .--- ] 
lacuna 

10 .... [....O.... E &vaL 8E Kat areXe] 

[Ialv [rpaTEita avrotl Kat EKYOVO] 

V TOlS [TpeOpVraTroIS a(Et VTAEV pp] 

opas [re^ heavroyv eav 8s rt acvrov] 
ad0roO[veL /3LtOOL Oavarot ev rov Tr] 

15 6XEov [elvat avrotl r&a rTLfoptag] 
haL 8 [e8AovTa 'AOEvaots' KaLt iev r] 

t /36X [vTaL XayXadvev rapa TO 8eio] 

7?poo-[o8ov etva avroLs KrX. --] 

In lines 10-13 the text of the Corpus has been corrected by Wilhelm to read: 

... . . ..I .................. ] 

.avr ...................... ] 

v ro[ ............... ..] 

opao[ .......... eav 8e rtL avrov] 

The use of dots which Wilhelm advocates to show the number of missing letters even 
in a long lacuna (op. cit., pp. 41-42) is not in the present instance correct, for they 
show here 26 letters in line 10, 25 letters in each of lines 11 and 12, and only in line 
13 the correct number of 27 letters. One further correction in the Corpus text may 
be made, for part of a sigma is on the stone in line 12 to give the reading rots. The 
combination of letters in line 11 suggests very strongly a grant of freedom from 
military service, arEXEC]Lv o-[rparEtias which would be quite appropriate as part of 
the inscription immediately preceding the better-preserved formulae which deal with 
the punishment of anyone who might cause the death of these proxenoi of the 
Athenians, and such an interpretation is made to seem even more reasonable by the 
appearance of the letters OPAt at the beginning of line 13. These should probably 
be expanded as bp]opaF. In the new text of I,.G., I2, 154 which Wilhelm publishes 
(op. cit., p. 33) we find for example the clause are]`XEtLa Etv[aC avCLro 'AOeveO-(v? KaL 

k]popa^ KaL [o-rparEiac. There is difficulty in the present instance of restoring the 
same wording of the formula, but that the clause deals in some way with a provision 
for exemption from military service seems nevertheless apparent. Taking into 
account the new reading in line 12 I suggest the following restoration: 

10 ... i........ ElvaL 8E Kac arTEXE] 

[?]av cr[TparEita avTrots KacL EK7OVO] 

v 7ota [rrpE?/3vTroLs auet 7X?v sbp] 

opag [7re heavrov eaIv SE 7Ln avrov] 
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If this reading is correct, the decree grants to the several men honored and to 
their oldest sons in perpetuity freedom from military service except for garrison duty 
in their own city. 

The clause which begins here in line 13 with the words eav 8e is avCTOv has been 
restored by Wilhelm to read: eav 8e r S av ] ro 0 aod[vaE /taiot Oava'rot ev roV 7T r]OXEo 
[Elvat, avrogS rTas rqtopiag] hat 8[eS8ovraot roAg roX)Tratg]. In the main this is surely 
correct, but Wilhelm allows it to be followed by an amendment for which he proposes 
the following text: [....]/8oX[os ElrTE elvaL 8 avrotoCr Kacl] rTpo'C[o8ov KrX. It is 

impossible to make the restoration in this way. If in fact the letters IBOA are to be 
taken as part of the name of an orator, then the first clause of his proposed amend- 
ment ought not to contain the particle 8E. Even with e' the line is so short that 
avTrog has to be given the unusual spelling avcroo-t to make up the necessary 27 letters. 
Nor is it possible to compensate for the loss of 8E by assuming a longer name for the 
orator. Part of an omicron is still preserved at the edge of the stone so that the letters 
in line 17 on which a reconstruction must be based are IBOAO rather than IBOA. 
These preclude the possibility of writing any form such as [ . ...]t/3oX[t8e for the 
orator's name. 

There can, I think, be no doubt that if this clause is interpreted as an amendment 
then 8e must be omitted. It is appropriate only if the orator has prefaced his remarks 
with the conventional r& tELv aAXXa Ka'OdaIp ret /^3oXL, or some similar introductory 
phrase. The amendment of Hestiaios in I.G., I2, 24 begins, for example: hEo-ncTota 
EClrE' rpEg avSpas hEXE'COat ey /3oX9g, and the amendment of Alkibiades in I.G., I2, 116, 
again without the particle Se, begins as follows: KaOd X(ovviOEvro ?E[Xvp ],[pLav]ol 
7p[ O 'A]EvaBol , Kara rav9a TO KaaTaV evatOL KC K COEVat KTX. There is in the published text of 
I.G., II2, 55 a suggested restoration [...E...... eLey eXeo-OaL Katc rpEcrpEoftv] but 
this has no probative value and in principle it merely shows the same inaccuracy 
which we have already observed in Wilhelm's proposal for the present inscription. 

Here it is best not to try to restore an amendment and not to try to read the 
letters at the beginning of line 17 as part of the name of an orator. With a different 
division into words they can, and I believe should, be made part of the reading KaC 
eav r]t /3'Xo[vrat. This can be expanded with a stoichedon line of 27 letters as part 
of the formula granting the men honored access to the Council and Demos in case 
they wish to seek any favor: KaCt Eav r] /3o6X [vrat XayXavev rapa rTo seio] 7rp6or[o8ov 
etvat avrot, KrX. This restoration necessitates the reading 'A0evatoLs instead of rosg 
IroXtraS, as by Wilhelm, in line 16. 

I.G., 12, 45 

Some improvements have been made by Wilhelm in the text of the decree con- 
cerning the colony at Brea.36 In lines 1-2 one is now able to read: [ ............ he 

6 Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 11-17 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
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Se apX]J T rpt h v av ca[iv?L e ypaeramt eoa- e ay, and Wilhelm has suggested for the 
sentence immediately following the restoration: eav 8e eo-ayet, EVEX[vpa a'cXa ? E0ro] 
ho iE'vas e ho ypaco'radtEvos. This avoids the embarrassing assumption that had to be 
made under the old restoration, which need not be here repeated, to the effect that a 
magistrate who introduced a case into court was compelled to post surety by the man 
who laid the information or brought the charge. 

Following immediately upon these provisions which involve some kind of court 

action, the next provision in the decree as restored in the Corpus reads as follows: 

7ro[lLwtvLa 

[8 acyo] v avcTroZs TrapaoXovTrov hol ar [OLKLto-T 

5 [at KaXX] LepEo-ra hvrap re a[TrotKtia [ho7rocra] 

[av avrol]Zs oKEl. 

To this Wilhelm raises objection. One would not, he claims, offer for sacrifice herds 
of goats in some yet to be specified number, and he notes further the implication that 
the use of irTOLVtOV in this restoration presupposes that a herd had a more or less 
determinable number of goats, which in itself does not seem reasonable. His objections 
are directed against the restoration 7ro [vta and in place of the Corpus readings of 
these lines he proposes the following text: 

7Tr<p>o [,83ara e] 

[3 0vacila]v av Tots 7rapaorXo6vrov hot ar [oltKtcT] 

5 [ac KaXX] LepecraL hvTrep re9 aTroLKta, [hotroca] 

[av avro]^i SoKEL. 

Citing examples in which the letter rho in words like 7rp6/3ara has been omitted by 
the stonecutter, he attempts to justify the omission here under influence from the 
rho in the preceding and following words ypaba-actpevos and vraparxovr-ov. None the 

less, the omission remains an irregularity and it must cast doubt upon the validity of 
the restoration. A more serious difficulty is encountered in the asyndeton which 
Wilhelm must assume at the beginning of the sentence. In his restoration, the particle 
8e has been omitted. This omission, too, he attempts to justify by citing numerous 

examples of asyndeton in other Athenian decrees (op. cit., pp. 14-15). These supposed 
parallels do not have for the present case much probative value. One should justify 
asyndeton in a case of this kind not by citing occasional examples from other decrees, 
but by showing that the practice of the scribe who cut this particular inscription 
was to use asyndeton when the subject matter changed from one provision to another. 
In this decree concerning the colony at Brea the student will observe that the scribe 

invariably introduced each new provision with the particle 8e, no matter how far 

removed from what preceded its subject matter may have been. The examples are 

all clear and may be read in lines 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 17, 19, 20, 26, 29, 30, and 39. 
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It would be extraordinary to find the particle 8e omitted in line 3, so extraordinary 
in fact that lack of room for it in Wilhelm's restoration may be considered evidence 
that the restoration is not correct. The doubt first cast by the misspelling r6[/3,ara] 
for 7rp6 [3aral] is confirmed by the absence of the connective. For the sake of example 
I suggest the following reading for these doubtful lines:37 

7TO[pov 8E L] 

[ s Ovo-ia]v avrols 7Trapa-crovrov hot a7rro [tLKtT] 

5 [a; KaXX ] LepEraL hvrrep res airotKta9 [cKaSorL] 
[av avro] s O8OKEL. 

In this restoration the word 7r6[pov] has been taken from Boeckh (loc. cit.) and 
the restoration [es gva-ia]v from Wilhelm. One may inquire why the provision calls 
for furnishing "means for a sacrifice " and does not specify the particular victims 
and the number of them. As I have restored the final words of the sentence the 

assumption is that these details were to be determined by the aJ7rotLKtrraI to whom 
reference is made by [avro]s in line 6. 

I.G., 12, 49 

In the Corpus three fragments are united as parts of one inscription under this 
number with comment in the introduction "composuit Wilhelm nec tamen edidit." 
It has been known for some time that fragment c of this inscription belongs elsewhere 
as part of the constitution of restored democracy, I.G., I2, 114, which must be dated 
in 410 B.c., and Wilhelm now dissociates the other two pieces, fragments a and b.38 
He expresses surprise that they were brought together in the text of the Corpus 
supposedly according to his determinations but actually in contradiction to a recon- 
struction which he discovered and proclaimed as long ago as 1898.39 It is difficult for 
the student now to recover the substance of Wilhelm's argument in 1898, for the 
reference which he gives to it merely states that on January 19 of that year he read 
a paper entitled " Zwei attische Inschriften (C.I.A. II 20. IV, I S. 23, 116 b.)" These 
two inscriptions are I.G., I2, 55 and I.G., I, 49a. There is no reference to the sub- 
stance of his discussion nor does Wilhelm give any further indication of it in his new 

publication except to say that the editors of the Corpus made restorations in contra- 
diction to those earlier made by him. 

37 The last visible letter on the stone in line 4 is omicron. This was read by Boeckh, Kleine 
Schriften, Vol. VI, p. 173, and plate IX. Part of it is still visible on my squeeze. 

38 Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 48-52 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
39 Op. cit., p. 48: " Wie es kommt, dass dieses Bruchstiick [fragment a] . . . und ein anderes 

b in dem Abdrucke IG 12 49 so verbunden sind, dass sich, im Widerspruche mit der von mir langst 
gefundenen und in einer Sitzung des Deutschen archaologischen Institutes in Athen am 19. Januar 
1898 (Ath. Mitt. 1898 S. 167) vorgelegten Herstellung, fur die Zeilen 10 ff. ausserst bedenkliche 
Lesungen ergeben, weiss ich nicht zu sagen ...." 
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The text of fragment a as Wilhelm restores it now lies before us, but it is still 
uncertain what disposition should be made of fragment b. In 1937 Schweigert pub- 
lished a new reading of this smaller piece,40 noting that its left margin is preserved 
and attempting a restoration showing fragments a and b in the relative positions 
which they have in the Corpus and which he believed to depend on unpublished notes 
of Wilhelm. Fragment b cannot be assigned to this position, yet Schweigert has made 
it clear from a new reading in its first line that it deals with Eretrians as does also 
fragment a. It seems probable, therefore, that both fragments a and b belong to the 
same inscription, though their relative disposition in the reconstructed text must 
remain uncertain. The net gain is Wilhelm's new text of fragment a and Schweigert's 
new readings and discovery of the margin on fragment b. 

I.G., I2, 70 

At last Wilhelm (op, cit., pp. 52-72) has published the new fragment of I.G., 
I2, 70 which he discovered in June of the year 1903. He points out that even as late 
as 1924 the previously known fragments of this inscription were published incorrectly 
by Hiller von Gartringen in the position to which they had originally been assigned 
by Koehler in 1896, and that Bannier in 1927 made suggestions which are now defi- 
nitely proved wrong by the evidence of the new fragment. 

It must be regretted that so important a stone has had to wait so long since its 
discovery for even preliminary publication. The student must lament particularly 
the fact that HIiller, who was editing a volume of the Corpus destined to serve as a 
standard publication for a long time, could not feel free to use the discovery already 
twenty-one years old when his volume was published and so avoid the perpetuation 
of many errors. The notes in the Corpus refer to the discovery of the new piece by 
Wilhelm with the appended remark " qui novum fragmentum addet." This promise 
is now belatedly fulfilled in the text at our disposal, which is published with the accom- 
paniment of three excellent photographs on plates VI-VIII. 

The letters of the inscription are beautifully cut, but the surface of the stone is 
not always well preserved and there is considerable difficulty in reading some of them, 
particularly near the edges of the original stele and at the top and bottom of fragment 
b. This fragment b can no longer be associated with fragment a as was assumed in 
the Corpus, but must be assigned to a position in the upper part of the stele. Wilhelm's 
text of it appears in his new publication on page 54. I have several changes to make 
in the readings from this stone, for I made a careful study of the three fragments 
in Athens in 1927, and have my own transcript and good squeezes of them. 

In line 4 Wilhelm reads: e7rEL8[a]v hEKOO-t? The verb cannot be read in full, and 
I suspect that, in printing, an angular bracket to denote restoration has dropped out 

40 Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 322-323. 
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after the second letter of it. From my own transcript and squeeze I read reSt8av 

he[---- , and I note that the final letters which Wilhelm gives without sign of 
restoration would in this line extend beyond the preserved edge of the stone. Of more 
importance in the establishment of the text is the reading in line 14, where an iota 
precedes the delta which Wilhelm restores as the initial letter of 8[Eovrac]. This is 
represented in the text of the Corpus, line 27, as the bottom half of a vertical stroke, 
but enough of it is preserved so that it must be interpreted either as iota or tau. Inas- 
nmuch as tau is out of the qulestion before delta, the letter must be read as iota. It is 
not possible to construe it as a normally shaped upsilon; so unless one wishes to 
attribute an error to the stonecutter, he must here reject Wilhelm's suggested restora- 
tion: horav [rov] 8 [Eovrat]. There must in fact be a considerable change in the com- 
plexion of this whole sentence, lines 13-16, for which Wilhelm has made these 
restorations: 

[...... 7rpoOay]ay6[vrov 8e loratAosopov Kalt r7v hvL] 
[ov EvipvTrova] ho&orav [rov] 8 [Iovrat 7rapa 'AOevacov hot o-] 
[rpa,rEyot Kai] hot 7rp [vr ]av [eS hot atEtL O'vTE9 rpop rev 8] 

[oXEv Kat ryov 8Ee]Jo [v 7rpOro 70 erTa ra hLepa.] 

In the last line two strokes of the nu are preserved in the word 8E'] ov after which 

my transcript shows a complete epsilon. These readings are partially given in the 
text of I.G., I2, 70, line 29, and I feel so confident of the epsilon that I believe the 
restoration vrporos ,tera ra htepa cannot be correct. Beneath the epsilon there is the 

upper part of a triangular letter like alpha, gamma, or delta in a line for which Wilhelm 
and his predecessors had no reading. 

The objection which we have raised against reading horav [rov] 8 [sovrat in 
line 14 by showing that the letter before the delta was iota and not upsilon is 
strengthened by the fact that in this inscription the genitive ending in ov is regularly 
written with simple o. Even if the indefinite rov were to be restored in this line it 
should be restored and written ro. This does not fill the space of the stoichedon 
order and some substitute for it must be found. I suggest that the word is [er]t- 
8[eLao-wv] and that it was followed probably by the adverb 'AOE'vO-wv. The generals 
and the prytaneis were to bring Potamodoros and his son Eurytion before the Council 
and the Demos when they came and were living ii Athens. The provision is one of 
general nature, so I suspect also the use of a present tense rrpocr]ay6[vrov instead of 
the aorist irpoo-aylayo[vTov in the opening line of the sentence. The general char- 
acter of the provision is further emphasized by the fact that one may now restore 
hot atie r-rpareyoi, instead of hot a-rparTyoi. Inasmuch as the generals were annual 

officers, access to the Council and Demos was envisaged not only for the current 
year but for years to come, whenever they happened to be in Athens. The sentence 

may now conclude with the familiar formula e[av ro 8sovraCt rapn AfpevaOiov, which 
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makes use of the preserved epsilon in the last line but one, and which should replace 
the previously suggested rrp6ro70 Ler rTa hEpd.. Or the conditional phrase may intro- 
duce a new sentence, for which the restoration can be carried over into the succeeding 
line: E [v 8e ro 8Eovrat EvaL aVrol^ EvpecrOat a&yaOov ho6,r] a'[v [vvovrTaL KrX. 

The first provision of the amendment made by Archestratos has been restored 
to show that Potamodoros should have right of possession and freedom from taxes 
in Athens: evat 8E [ IoraFoaopoC Ka E,YK7TECOV 'AOEVEOc- Ka] caTEXE [ta] ah[ou EvEPYe EC 

yevoLevoo 'AOEvaiov. In such provisions when right of possession was granted it was 

customary to specify what it was that the beneficiary should have the right to possess,41 
and it was also frequently specified to what taxes the exemption was specifically 
applicable. There is no provision for either of these restrictive definitions in the 
restoration above suggested. Rather, we find once again the statement of motive 
(Wilhelm, op. cit., p. 56) which must have been amply treated in the decree proper 
to which the motion of Archestratos was a mere amendment. I suggest, therefore, 
that the lines in question should be read: evat 8e ["o-aosopotL yeEs EYKTEO 'AOevecrov 

Kal] arEXE[lav] f[6rovrE7p Kaa vots ah6XXots evepyera[t, and that the following text should 
be proposed for fragment b:42 

[ ] 
[.... 

o 
.....] a .... ........ .24......... 

[.... ....a . ... .... 24 .] 
[ . . ... ] LaaT P .h [Ko ? ....... . ..... ....... ] 

[hot 7rpvra 3]VE 77TpO6 TEt f3o[XEv Kal Tov 8eTP OVY EvpecROat] 

[lh,T a S] WratL ayaO'v [vrt hov -rTtv aovp a"yaos 7r] 
[ept 'AevaE] Pato ' V 8e (- reX[E ........ 2. ..........] 

t.. ... tlo qo p[o . 20 [. .. . .. . . -] - .. IioTaJo8opo[o . ........ .20........] 
10 [...7 .... rTpa]TE yot v 'ApX [e'aTpaTro etrTE' ra fiev aXXa] 

[KacaITEp TE"C f3o0]XE 
' evat 8e [[HoTwLo8oopot yE" eTyKreo-C] 

[v 'Ateveo-wv Kac] arEXE [tav] h[orovr-ep Kal Trots aXXotI E] 

[vepyeraLtF 7por] ayT [vTov 8e IoraTaCoopov Kat rov hvt] 
[ov Ev'pvTiova] hrTav [E7r]tL8[eL.O6O^CV 'AOevecrtv hot alE\ cr] 

15 [rpacryoi Kat] hot 7rp[vradCv\[E hot atLet o'vre Irpos ITEpt 3]B 

[oXEv Kal TOv of] Jo\v av 8e T0 osovTat evact avrolS EVp] 

[&ErOat ayaOfov h6,Tt] a [v SvovTat . . . ........... ... 

lacuna 

41 See, for example, the index in Dittenberger, S.I.G.3, IV, p. 302. 
42 To avoid confusion I retain Wilhelm's numbering of the lines though I believe it extremely 

unlikely that any sure stroke of a letter can be read in line 1. 
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To avoid too great separation of the texts I give here a transcript of fragments a 
and c with continuous numbering of the lines. The changes in restoration from those 

proposed by Wilhelm (op. cit., pp. 57-58) are discussed later. 

[lno]Ta o8[opo ------- - Evpv] 

[r] iova 8e E'r [ etLav h?KEt ? ?rpooaayayovrov hot 7Tpvradvel 

20 g Kat hot crTpar[eyol rrp3o r7Ct /3oXE\V Kat rbv 8,xov E'rd] 

vayKE9 EvperoO [at ho,rt aiv verat aLyaOov 
v 

ES8oXoev r] 

Et /3oXEt Ka t rot SEp[ot 'AKapaaV7Tg ETTpV7rtvVE?, (aiL]lvL 

TrrTro eypatLJrLTeve, 'Aya [ ........ Treo'rdre, he] .ploopo 

s ELTE' E7ratvEoat Ilorax[608opov Tov hEpXofLvEtov Kat 

25 rov hvov Evipvrtova holr [Eo-rov avSpe day]aBo 7repl 'Afe 

vaios Kat vvv Kat Ev rot 7Trp [OcrOEv XP]O'voL Ka;t sovat lo 

tra,Losopof 7TrevTaKorta3 S[paXtLaJd r]o'9 KoXacKper[a]g To 

9 erT rTE 'AKaCavTiog Ev r[E L avcrEt1] Eippat' hot S [ i]pv 
7raVE9 E7riTLEXEOEV7Tov h6[7rro0 av avr tjoL ootv /hot [K]oXa 

30 Kperat TavTa Le1EV TE/L 8 o[XE v (-crE?t(r]acrat eav 8e ro 8e 

erat HIorao3Lopo h~e [o0 av ^Et E EhVpv r] ov ho hv c av [] 

o 7Tpo0ro8ov avrot Ev[at 7Tpbo 7TE f3o0XE\v] Kat 7Tv E1[p']ov h 

[o] 8tE crrpareyot Ka[L hot lrpv7crdvE ETrdLvay]Ke7 rTpo [oay] 

[ov]ro70' ecav se rtvaTs atTtarat 'E ilorapo6]8oposp E EvpvTpi[r] 
35 [o]v 'AOEvaciov 7o [Xpeo9? TO e'v rot 7Tpo'o0e]Ev XPOVOLt ey[YEy] 

[VE] E'VO? rE E"XE[ V daroovatL avrots, ra ov] oLara avro[v air] 

[o]ypacravTrov [lnrpO To7 orTpa7ryos hot ] Se crTpaTryot [E] 

[K]1Tpa77rov7re[s T a7irotovTrov Tporot ho]rroiot av eTrIr[Q ] 

[o] vrat ho&r[o av TO XPEo9 Xv0Et ? hE Se /o] X\, eav ro 8E [OVT] 
40 [at,] aviro [KpdTop EOrTO T7O sEO/ Cre4oEB o] Oat ) ApXEo-Tp [a] 

[ro]0 Et7r [E' Ta eV aXXa KagaTrep 7Et /3oXEt ] Evpvrtov 8 [E] 

[Ka]t HIIo [7aLtopot Tro0 hepXo/Evt'ots K]a\ T1v0iOXXEL [8] 

[oi5]va[C TO79 KoXaKpETa5 E?K 8E/O0tio XtXtl] ag paXda\ [EK] 

[a] crrT [ot ........... 24 ........... EV T t haipto[ v e] 
45 [pepat ---TEt] /0 Eot [..] 

_[- ]----------- - - ho'ro .iv a [.. 
^[?]at-- 

-- ................ T]El -E [. . ] 

[ -- ---o-------------------]poho [h]vt[9] 

In line 21 begins the formula of a new decree which was passed in the prytally 
of Akamantis of the year 424/3.43 This decree gives a vote of praise to Potamodoros 

43 This was the eighth prytany of the year, a fact which Wilhelm notes with reference to articles 
by West and McGregor. The reference to West is incorrect and McGregor makes no mention of 
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and his son Eurytion and directs that the kolakretai of the prytany of Akamantis 
shall give to Potamodoros 500 drachmai. The restoration according to Wilhelm reads 
as follows: Kat Sovat HoTrautoSUopot VrevTaKorlasa 8[paXags r] o KoXaKpETr[a]g T rO eEit 
rEs 'AKaLjav-ri8os ev r[e 8e ra] eJLEpat. The prytaneis are then instructed to see that 
the kolakretai give the money to him. 

This part of the decree is followed by the clause ravTa ev Trey /3o [XEv 0ficretU7-r] aor- 

Oat, which Wilhelm notes (op. cit., pp. 66 and 71) as dividing the decree of the 
Council proper (lines 24-30) from the subsequent provision of lines 30-40, which 
was moved by the orator Hermodoros. 

It must be admitted that the decree as it exists has a form which is quite ex- 
ceptional. The phrase ravra txEv ret ,8o[Xev (o-ecio]-ao-OaL is not a historical record 
which indicates that the preceding provisions were a decree of the Council and that 
those which follow were not. The use of the infinitive here implies that a motion 
was being made that the Council should pass the provisions just outlined. Inasmuch 
as Hermodoros (lines 23-24) is given credit for the probouleuma of the Council, 
we may assume that the exceptional clause was part of the motion as he offered it on 
the floor of that body. He then proceeded with his own addition to the probouleuma, 
modifying it so that it had, when finally passed in the Council, the form which appears 
in our inscription. We are seldom able to follow in the preserved texts the course 
of the debates in the Council chamber, but in this instance one should understand 
that the provisions of lines 24-30 were originally put forward by someone whose 
name is no longer preserved to us. They were taken over by Hermodoros and, in his 
opening remarks as he addressed the Council, approved by him with the recommenda- 
tion that the Council ratify them. He then proceeded with his own additions to the 
probouleuma (lines 30-40). 

It was a complete probouleuma (lines 24-40) as thus amended which was brought 
to the Assembly for ratification by the people. The unity of the probouleuma is further 
attested by the formula employed in the first amendment offered in the Assembly 
(lines 40-41) 'ApxEo-rp [a] ros ETr [e' r&a /ev 'XXa KaOdarep re' /3oXEt]. Presumably 
subsequent amendments, if there were any, should have been introduced with the 
usual formula raa iev aXXa KaOarVrepp-nomen-, giving the name of the man who had 

proposed the preceding amendment. This is one justifiable reason for not restoring 
a formula of amendment before the words rEt /oXEt in line 45. 

Wilhelm's restoration ev r[ei8E ret] E'EpaL in line 28 implies that the probouleuma 
was to be acted upon in the Assembly on the same day that it was passed by the Council, 
for otherwise its provisions could not have been carried out with the sanction of the 
Demos " on this very day." If we may suppose for a moment that the probouleuma 

Akamantis in the passage cited, but formal proof that Akamantis was the eighth prytany was given 
by Meritt, The Athenian Calendar, pp. 87-88. See the text of I.G., I2, 324 as published in his 
Athenian Financial Documents, p. 139, line 33. 
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was passed in the morning and ratified by the Assembly in the afternoon and that 
before evening the kolakretai were to give five hundred drachrnai to Potamodoros, 
it would seem unnecessary to specify that these kolakretai were to be the kolakretai 
of the prytany of Akamantis. With the assumption of payment ev ' [EL8e ret] e4etpat 

there could be no possible ambiguity as to the identity of the board of kolakretai and 
consequently no reason for defining them as r] os KoXaKpE [a] rs` 6EC res 'AKafzavrtoos. 
The fact that they are so defined indicates the intention of the probouleuma to guar- 
antee that its provisions should be carried out before the end of the prytany. But it 
indicates also that there was envisaged the delay of a day or perhaps more before 
the probouleuma could be ratified by the Assembly. This is not surprising in view 
of the fact that the Council met every day, save for certain exceptions, while the 
Assembly had regularly only four meetings during a prytany (Aristotle, 'A. IIoX., 
43, 3). 

I suggest in place of the restoration ev r[EtLE rTE] ee/'pat that one should read 
ev r[et aVrEL] ee'pat. The first clause of the decree provides that a vote of praise 
shall be given to Potamodoros and to his son Eurytion. At the time when the Council 
was deliberating this provision as a part of its probouleuma the actual date upon 
which the provision was to be ratified by the Demos lay somewhere in the future; 
and the phrase ev r [e avretL] eempal as used in connection with the grant of money 
means that the grant was to be made on the same day that the vote of praise was 
ratified by the Demos. 

Lines 30-32 were restored by Wilhelm as follows: 

eav 8s ro 8s 

[E] rat IloraLo'sopo 'i E[vi'pvriov {e Evipv r] iov} ho hvos; av[r] 

O, TpOorOOOV aVT'0t ev[at 7rpbo reTV /3oEXv] KaL rTov &E[tLo] v. 

Here it is assumed that the name of the son Eurytion was accidentally inscribed 
twice by the stonecutter. This is a very unlikely assumption, particularly so since 
Wilhelm must assume the Ionic use of r instead of Attic E' on that part of the stone 
which is preserved in line 31. This is an inscription without any other example of 
lonicism, and it would be better here where the interpretation is doubtful to restrict 
one's suggestions to the evidence offered by the stone. The letters near the middle 
of line 31 cannot be restored to read ) E[vpvrt-ov --]; they must be restored as part 
of some word beginning with a rough breathing, like he [-- - -. The precise phrase 
may be doubtful, but I suggest hE[og av Set] as fulfilling the necessary epigraphical 
requirements. The implication must be that Potamodoros at the time of this decree 
was already well advanced in years, an implication which is borne out by the fact 
that his son Eurytion was named before him in the amendment of Archestratos 
(line 41), perhaps because Eurytion was already factually the head of the house 
(see Wilhelm, op. cit., pp. 69-70). 
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The changes which I have introduced into the text of lines 34-40 are of minor 

importance and do not change the general sense of Wilhelm's restorations. The 

supplements in these lines are admittedly difficult to make. I regard the genitive 
TO [Xpeos? TO ev iTOL 'Trp6o0-E] Xp6Ovo iy [YEYVE] PJEVO of lines 35-36 as a partitive genitive 
depending upon drrosovat, and I believe that some form of this verb should be repeatec 
in line 38. 

In line 43 Wilhelm has restored hlEKa-o-Tro with doubling of sigma in order to 

comply with the necessary stoichedon arrangement of the letters, and at the beginning 
of line 44 he reads the letters [. ]Er without restoration. I have recorded these letters 
in line 44 in my own transcript as [. ]o-r---, and I believe that they should be 
restored as part of the word [eKa]o-T[ot. This word will, therefore, not be restored 
also in line 43, so I suggest there in place of the anomalous reading hEKaLo-aroT the 

phrase EK SE/0ooro. The last preserved letter of the inscription (line 48) is clearly 
either upsilon or chi, not alpha. 

I.G., I2, 83 

The restoration of this inscription which has now been given by Wilhelm (op. 
cit., p. 79) is undoubtedly correct in principle and even in much of its phraseology. 
His text for lines 15-25 reads as follows: 

[. .............2.9 . ... ........ ] \ovro 
[..........9. ....... avaypdaao-at] 8 Kat 
['r7p6oEvov KaL Evepyerev 'A0vaiovP] ev aT~rX- 

[EL XL0ivEL Kat OevaL El rr6 XEL rov] ypatyar- 

[Ea Tov TEs j3oXE9. .............] ELE' Ta 1U- 

20 [ev aXXa Ka0darep rTL /3oXE' evat s8 II] oXvorp- 
[aToL oS OvT7L TpOXOcEvot (oder: EVEp7Y7E ?) r7 

- efJo To] 'AOEvaio- 

Iv Eav /O'Xerat Kal YEaS Kal OlKiaS Ey] KTrECLy 'A- 

[ OEvc-V, vpeoOaI 8e Kat aXXo hor]o av 8era- 

[t ayaOov c-vvELmtE`XEA0'OaL 8' avrov? r] oi (or[rp-] 

[ areyo$S ? KTX. 

The necessity for assuming an Ionic spelling 1TpoeEvov instead of 7TpoXO-evov in 

line 17 makes one wonder whether the readings should not in fact be given throughout 
with a length of line longer by one letter than that which Wilhelm employs. His line 
which seems to call more than all others for only 34 letters is line 22, where, however, 
he admits that the restored phrase eav /3oXEraL has no parallel. It implies as Wilhelm 

suggests that Polystratos might have the privilege of possessing land and a house in 
Athens if he wished it, or if he asked for it, and Wilhelm cites an example of later 
date, I.G., II2, 907, line 7, to show the phraseology sometimes used with reference 
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to such an application: &eSeo-at av'r&it yrjs Kat otKact E'yKrfqcrY ati'r a Levct' Kara Tov 

vo,Lov. If the participle aorr1l aptevo to which reference is here made is substituted in 
line 22 in place of the phrase eav f36XEraL the length of line is increased by one letter; 
and I propose this standard of restoration with 35 letters in a line as somewhat 
preferable to the standard with 34. 

If I understand correctly the sulpplemnent indicated above in line 24, it means that 
Polystratos was to share some official duty with the generals. This seems to me 
extraordinary, and I should prefer to read hEvpeo-Oca 8e Kal a'XXo hor]o av 8e&a[t 
acyaOov 7rapa rTO 8eo atroCaitvovra r]ot oTC[rpaTreyoi KTX. Under these circumstances 
the generals could have performed their normal function, along with the prytaneis 
and the council, of looking after the honored benefactor: er^tEXE'-eoov 8 aIvro hot 

o-rpaTryoL KrX., but there is too little preserved to say how or where this provision 
appeared on the stone. 

No restorations have been made for the fragmentary upper lines of the document. 
Following Wilhelm's example I begin the text here with line 15: 

5TOIX. 35 

15 [................ 3 ...........] \ovro 
[20 3........ [.................. aypQ at] 8e Ka 

[rrpTXcrevov KaL Evepyerev AOEvaCtov] ev o-reX 

[eL XLtOtVE Kca 0EV E/vaLt 6TXEl rTov] ypaplptar 

[ea Tov re /3OXES ....... ........ ] E7TE' rTa 
20 [Ev aCXXa KaOdMrc p rei /3oXEL' ElvaL 8e ICI]oXvrTrp 

[arot ho<s O'VTL TrpOXc-EVOt TO UL0o rTO] 'AOEvaCio 

Iv alTErcralevot KaL ye a Kat OtKLaL E7y]KTEOLcV 'A 

[0eveo-IV, hevpEo'Oac 8 Kat a'XXo h6r]o aiv 8ra 

I[ ayabov rrapa TO' e&io arroataivovra r]ot o c[rp] 
25 [ areyots ------- ---] 

I.G., I2, 116 
This inscription contains an amendment by Alkibiades, one of the provisions of 

which is that the Selymbrians shall pay the expense of erecting the stele on which 
their treaty with the Athenians was to be made public (lines 27-32): ['AX] KL/3[ta8e] 
ELITE, KaOa Xa-vveBevro $e[XvL]j,8[ptav]ot 7rwp[0b 'At]Evato0, KarTcTa Tavra TOLE, Kat KaTa- 

O^vaLt e[P. rrX]et acvaypd-avcravs rTcrr [parTEyo7 Tr] s o vve [K]as ier TO ypaEarro 

r[e9 /3OXES .......... ....... . E] V r-TEEt Xt0i[v]EL TE'XEOL ri aro[ K]al T 

o-reto-pta To8E. Wilhelm has suggested (op. cit., p. 89) that the lacuna of 18 letters 
in the foregoing restoration be filled by the supplement Kal rov 1EXv,LpLCavwov thus 
giving a closer antecedent for avro[v] in TeXEo-a Tro0 avro[v] to refer to than would be 
the case if it had to refer back to E [XvtF]I8[ptcw] oi at the beginning of the sentence. 
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There are several notes to be made on this text, the first being that the lacuna 
is by no means determined as exactly 18 letters. This part of the inscription is not 
stoichedon, and actually the lacuna here in question is the equivalent of 18 letters 
in the line above it while it corresponds to only 17 letters in the line below it. 

The second observation is that the letters still preserved on the stone are not 
correctly shown in the Corpus text because of incorrect use of brackets. One should 
read To'-T[p]arTEyo ras cr-vv0E'[K] a instead of ro-'r [pareyos r] a o-vvOe[K]as and r[es] 
/3oXsg instead of r[Eg i3oXeg]. The letters indicated are all clearly legible today and 
appear on the squeeze in Princeton.44 

The third observation is that the supposed lacuna of 17 or 18 letters after r[es] 
/BoXEg is an erasure.45 

Hence the text of this part of the inscription upon which an interpretation can 
be based should be read as follows: 

- - - ['AX] KL/3 [tLCa] ELITE' KaCad X-VVEeOevro SE 

[XvLj ]/3[ptav ]ol rp[o [g 'AOf]Evaio%, KaTa ra rva roLEv, 

KaC KaraOEvaL e[[ IroTX]ELt vaypdao-avrag TOroT 

30 [pjareys Tag cvv0E'[K]]ag ierao 7O ypaj,iarmEos9 r 

[es] /3oXE jol17--or8E v (TrXEL XLAOL 

[V] EL reXEcrL otis avTro K] CL TO \Tre4Lo-7La roSe. 

There being here no question of erasure because of damtnatio memoriae, the 
normal explanation is that the stonecutter inscribed something by mistake which he 
later decided to expunge. But if this is true the supplement can hardly be KaL 7ov 

EXvU,Jptavolv as Wilhelm has suggested. Rather, there should be no supplement at all, 
and the text as now read, corrected in antiquity by the engraver, gives the complete 
version of this provision of the amendment. 

I suggest that the erasure may have contained the words KaC rTo o-E^o-Lza TO&e 

(17 letters), which were repeated in line 32. If this was so then the engraver corrected 
the duplication by erasing one of the phrases. The awkward position which the pre- 
served phrase [K]ati r6 o'elo-'.La To8e now has at the end of the sentence indicates 

that even in making the correction the wrong set of words was erased, and that the 

original text may have been intended as: KatL KaTraOevat el ITOpXEt avaypacroav,rags 
TO 

o-TpaTryos T o-a vveKag Iera T ypaLkarTeo EV T poX)eS Kat TO o'o-eLtO'la TO8E Ev (rTEXEL 

XLtO'ELt TErXEC Tros avrov. 

I.G., I2, 144 

In commenting upon the text of I.G., I2, 28 as it now appears in the Corpus, 
Wilhelm has again reminded us that fragments a and b do not belong to the same 

44 Michel, Recueil, 1437, has an almost correct reading. 
45 Noted also by Michel, Recueil, Suppl., p. 11, and Tod, Greek Historical Inscriptions, p. 219. 

Tod also notes that the erasure is one of 17 or 18 letters. 
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inscription.6 He offers many improved restorations of both fragments, that of a 
having a length of line of 28 letters, and that of b having a length of line of 33 letters. 

Some of the phraseology of I.G., I2, 28a is much the same as that of I.G., I2, 144, 
fragment c, which I have recently united with I.G., I2, 155 and with a new fragment 
from the Athenian Agora in the publication of the text in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, no. 22. 
Wilhelm makes two additions to this text, reading rav 8[e at the beginning of line 13 
(op. cit., p. 35) instead of tov 8[, and reading [ir]ovrov X[ayXavElv] at the beginning 
of line 22 instead of a] rv X [ayXavEro]. These readings do not appear on the photo- 
graph published in Hesperia, loc. cit., p. 68, and I should hesitate to claim them as 
certain from my examination of a squeeze. However, Wilhelm has made these notes 
after examination of the stone, and I believe that his readings should be accepted and 
used in any attempted reconstruction. My published restoration of lines 21-24 read 
as follows: 

[eav e TLS d8atKe] 

[? a]vT'rv X [ayaXavE'ro 'AOeveOL'v Irpos 

[r]lo/ roXEA'[JapXov rac 8i,Kag avev irp] 
vraeto [v.] 

For this Wilhelm substitutes the following proposal (op. cit., p. 20): 

[Kar]a 

[r]owov X[ ayXaVEtv TaSc 8&KaS TrpoS] 

[rf]i 1roXE[,LapXov a'vev 7rp] 

VTavtEo[v Kai EirrTLEKarv ?] 

Surely the precise form of this restoration cannot be correct, for the required 
length of line of 27 letters is obtained in line 22 only by inserting an iota into the 
infinitive ending of X[ayXadVEv], and something has dropped out of the text in line 23 
where Wilhelm's restoration shows only 19 letters. Possibly he intended to insert' 
here the locative 'AE'evecrL which he has removed from the previous line, as I had 

published it, to make room for rra 8&Kag. It seems to me to make very little difference 
in which of the two lines respectively these two phrases go, but I believe that the 
stoichedon order requires the use of both of them and that it would be better satisfied 
by the retention of an imperative form X [ayXavE&o] in line 22. 

These lines from 13 down to 24 may, I think, be still further improved. The 
letters that can be read on the stone have been fairly well deciphered with the ex- 
ception of those in line 21 where the fracture between the two fragments occurs. 
Here, in 1939, I read torT[a]t, but repeated examination of my squeeze and photo- 
graph convinces me that the letters may equally well be er [. . ] v. One may exercise 

46 Op. cit., pp. 17-23. 
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a control in some measure over this reading by referring to the photograph in Hes- 

peria, VIII, 1939, p. 68. 
I adopt Wilhelm's readings for lines 13-14 but make some changes and additions 

in the following lines to give a new text of lines 13-24: 

Tov 8[e aoTOKTeivaPTa eveXEOr-OaL ] S 7roX[aL[ats ev Trov rroEov 7TpoELp] 

o?s av[ros hEp hVdrep h OErp vatov] 20 erat ed[v 8e a LKEeL rtLS 'Avagov] 
15 bo-(rEb [ tCrat ea'v TS avroOV /3ta] s [I v r ] v[I [Lcaxov rv 'A0evatov Kara] 

lot Oavd aroi' Tev 8e Tt,Lopiav KaTa] [r]oiTrov X [ayXavEro 'AOeveOrLv 7TPOS] 
TO avrO [\evat ECv TL sE 8eEt e arrTayE] [T] Lt 7TroAXE [apXov TaCS StKa a'vev Tp] 

L IIpoXrr [evSev hE'Trp 'AOevaiov ro] vTavEto [. etc. 

The remainder of the text, including that of an upper separate group of fragments, 
may be found in Hesperia, loc. cit., pp. 65-67. I do not accept Wilhelm's suggestion 
[Ka e7r8tEKaTro ? ] for line 24. 

I.G., I2, 154 

Wilhelm has now placed at our disposal a much improved text of this inscription 

(op. cit., p. 33), but some change for the better may still be made in its concluding 
lines. 

As published in the Corpus the last three lines read: 

[..6. ..] ho0eI o6[Xovrat " TOv 8E y] 

[papyJaT] a a res [,3oXEe avaypao-rat e] 

[creTE XEL t0I[eL - l- --[Et- -] 

The final letters preserved on the stone cannot be restored as part of the word X] tOi' [et, 

for enough is still visible to show that the supposed nu was either alpha, gamma, or 

delta. Wilhelm read it as delta, and restored: 

[al.. Tov 8e ypa4luare]a TeS [/3oXE a-] 

[vaypad)~at ev Eo-rEXe] ?, o; 8 [e rroXEra-] 

[i oLTO 0t0iOca-vro (sic) KrA.] 

This arrangement violates the stoichedon pattern of the text, for the final iota of 

o-reXE]L falls under the final alpha of ypaqtarTe]a and must be made the eighteenth 
rather than the seventeenth letter of its line. In any case it is not a complete iota, 

being only the upper tip of a vertical stroke, and its position argues rather for H, 

which may well be part of some such phrase as /ho a'[v. 

In the line above, the text of the Corpus gives ypapvaTr]ea; Wilhelm now reads 

ypatuare]a. When the bracket is employed in this way one gets the impression that 

there is no epigraphical evidence as to what the penultimate letter was as cut upon 

the stone. In fact, the top horizontal stroke is preserved, very much as represented 
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in the majuscule text of the earlier publication in I.G., I, Suppl., p. 23, no. 116 a. It is 
incorrect either to enclose it in brackets or to write it in the transcript as a certain 
epsilon. It may equally well have been tau, an identification which I believe is now 
confirmed by the photograph published by Wilhelm (op. cit., plate III).47 This line 
contains the phrase otl e TrpvTa'veS /e]ra 7es [f,oXAS] and makes no reference to the 

secretary. Examples which show the prytaneis acting as a part of the Council and 
yet with the Council are known from I.G., I2, 91, lines 9-11: a7Troo6vrov [Oe r ] XpE4ara 
hot 7rpvTdveT jera reT /3oXEOe Kat eXo-aXEetovrov E7TEL [adv] aTro8ocrv, and from I.G., I2, 65, 

where the text as read by Meritt, Documents oi1 Athenian Tribute, p. 28, lines 52-54, 
is as follows: rog 8e KE[pvKas hoCrot adv rtv] E ] [6o] o- av hot TrpvTardvE i/[rd re /goXes 
heXovrac] e /irEo-at eg rag 7roXES. The new restoration, moreover, has the added ad- 

vantage of eliminating the uninscribed space of two letters which had to be assumed 
in this line of I.G., I2, 154 in earlier versions. I read and restore: 

[at' ot 8e 7rpvtrdves LE]rd re [fioX\E h] 

[EXEOcr-o rpes avopag] hoi ao[v ----. 

I suggest here a provision for the selection of a special committee of three who 
were to carry out an assignment the precise nature of which we do not know. For 
the number three, see I.G., I2, 24, lines 16-17: rpes davpat heXE'cOat ey /3oXE^, and 
I.G. I2, 39, lines 64-67: Ta 8e htEpa ra EcK TOv XPE(JcOP hv7Trep Ev/3otaia Ovo-atL o raXto-Ta 

aLerd htEpOKXEO0 TppeS avSpas hos av 'EXETrati /hE3o CTOV aVToV. 

I.G., 12, 156 

Since Schweigert published in Hesperia (VII, 1938, pp. 269-270) a new frag- 
ment of this inscription it has been clear that the text can best be restored with a 
stoichedon line of 42 letters. Wilhelm (op. cit., pp. 83-87) has made some improve- 
ments in the restorations as offered by Schweigert and by Hiller von Gartringen. 
I believe it possible to make one further improvement which depends on a different 

reading of one of the letters preserved near the right edge of the Corpus fragment. 
A vertical stroke in line 2 of I.G., 12, 156 has been interpreted as iota so that 
Hiller's reading gives Et [vat 8e avrot heVpe'fOat hov av 8E'] ovrat rapa 'AOev [atov. This 

implied a length of line of 39 letters. The only change made by Schweigert was to 
insert Kait before the word avrots, thus bringing the length of line to the desired number 
of 42 letters, but Wilhelm writes (op. cit., p. 84) 

" In Z. 2 des anderen Bruchstiickes 
IG I2 156 wird statt mit Schweigert: ET[vat 8e Kat avrotg hevpe&Oat hov av e] ovrat 

47 In Wilhelm's text vrE]7roeKarov in line 7 should be r]E7ocKarov, K[aL in line 13 should be Kca[', 

and one lambda should be omitted from [/3xAAaXo3] at the end of line 13. A similar incorrect use 
of brackets occurs in Wilhelm's text of I.G., I2, 53 (op. cit., p. 34) where he notes the iota of 
Edav in line 6, criticizes Schweigert for not recording it, and then restores e[1av]. The reading 
should be eld[v. 
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rrapa 'AOev [aov erganzt werden k6nnen: Et [vat 8' avrotg Kai aXXo ayafov O'ro av 

8E]ovral KrX." This supposed iota which has appeared as the second letter in et [vat 

may be seen from the excellent photograph which Schweigert publishes (op. cit., 
p. 270) to be not iota but rather part of the letter nu or pi. The stroke is not cen- 
tered above the epsilon below it but is placed well to the left in proper position to 
belong to one of these broader letters. Consequently I restore ev[at] and call attention 
to the fact that the verb EVpeC-Oat which is customary in this particular phrase and 
which Hiller and Schweigert both restored may still be retained. With this exception 
the text as determined by Wilhelm reads as follows: 

[ ......... .. ....... ] [ ......... - ...20 .... TC ] 
[E'dXecrOat 8e avrov rTEv 3oX [ev Kat ro c(rrpareyo0 horTro] 

[s av xE a8tKoV7at' ro] oe (crE'd [tco-a avaypactt-aL roYv ypa] 

[Ftqaarea rov re /38oX ]e ev -rr[[e&st XttvEt Kat OEvat E'i] 

5 [ro'XEt ta7roLto-"ocralt 8er [TroXE a -][OXEr--3 

lacuna 
35 

[................. .35. . ............... Ev S a0v ?t ] 
Irt I Era [ Lvc-rat TE avrbo Kat dvayp6aocrat rrpoXcrEvos Ka] 

L evepyeraS v v[at 8 avT'roi evperoat acyaOov roT av 8os 
ovTraL irapa 'Aaev[atov dvaypcratL e S&t8o'rio( ?) ev o-re] 

10 XEt Evepyeraq 'AO [Evatiov v rrev TA rov ypajtyarea res] 

/3oXeg '" vacat 

I.G., 12, 166 

A new text of this inscription now lies before us supported by an excellent photo- 
graph and so completely different from all preceding texts that they are rendered 
obsolete.48 The better preserved portion of the text has been given by Wilhelm, 
though he has omitted some of the fragmentary lines; my copy of the complete in- 

scription reads as follows: 

[........... r ] 8O apy[vp-] [oX6o r]e; [EfEpas] hEKad(r[E-] 

[iov sovat rTo K]oXaKpEra- 10 [S o4EeX]oV [roV LtEp[oS1] T[t 0-] 

[s T7o< m r~E AIye ot8oS' aiv [FE t- 8t8]O7[ y -o 8 - ] 

[E LE 8o ao, e7ral]vayKac-av- [......]v [ .........]'[.. 
5 [ov o Viol TpV7] aves EI?po- [ .... . ] Eo0 [ . ... o l a[ .] 

[v 7revre a+' eF av] e(reX0oo-t- [......] - - ---] 
[Y EV0VVOVO7TE r]o KoXaKp- 15 [...... ]v [......... ]K[..] 
[ero hEKaCrov ] evvea, [6 - ] 

4& Wilhelm, op. cit., pp. 62-63. 
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In lines 3-5 Wilhelm restored 
av 

[8E IJ 8so't, Era] vay,Kacadvr- 
[ov {8E ?} hot rpvr] avE9 

assuming that the particle E' had been inscribed a second time by mistake in the 
apodosis of the conditional sentence. If an error is to be assumed here I should prefer 
the reading: ot vE'ot rrpvr]aves which is one letter in excess of the amount of space 
available but which is in keeping with the meaning of the document that the new 
prytaneis shall take forceful action to secure payment by the kolakretai within five 
days of the time when they enter office. 

In lines 10-11 I have restored r[et oEL' 8L]6ovr[ov in place of Wilhelm's r[Et 
'AOEVat 8] Ovr [ov, where he thinks that 'AOeva' may have been a mistake for 'AOEV<aI>aL. 

I.G., I2, 171 

In the first publication of this fragment by Koumanoudes ('E+. 'ApX., 1887, 
p. 218) two letters were represented at the very bottom of the preserved part of the 
stone separated from the main body of the text above by an uninscribed surface. 
These same letters are shown also in the majuscule publication of I.G., I, Suppl., 
p. 196, no. 1166. Beneath them Koumanoudes had placed a row of dots indicating 
that in his opinion other letters may have existed even below these last two which 
he recorded. There is no indication in I.G., I, Suppl., as to whether the editor had 
any opinion on this possibility. Hiller in I.G., I2, 171 interprets these last two letters 
as the end of a one-line postscript, and now recently Wilhelm (op. cit., p. 89) wishes 
to return to the idea of a continuous text. His restoration of the monument shows 
that one decree came to an end in line 8 just above the uninscribed surface and he 
assigns these two letters below the uninscribed surface to the opening line of a second 
decree. With this assumption he asks "Ist es Zufall, dass sich erganzen lasst: 
["E8oxoEV re /3oXEL Ka t 8TL e'ot, lavS&] ov [ls E7pvravevE] ? " 

There is some mistake about this suggestion, for to restore the text of a new 
decree as Wilhelm has indicated it would require a stoichedon line of 33 letters. He 
has observed that the earlier published majuscules give to these two letters ON the 
same stoichedon arrangement that is exhibited by those of the upper lines, but he 
has himself demonstrated that these upper lines should be restored with a stoichedon 
line of 23 letters. One wonders even if Wilhelm can have confused 23 with 33 at 
some time in the course of his study and then finally failed to notice the discrepancy. 
However the error arose, it is evident that this last line does not represent the opening 
line of a new decree naming Pandionis as the tribe in prytany. In fact, the letters 
preserved cannot be reconciled with the opening line of any decree, for the normal 
formula e'soXo-rev TEL /3oXE KaCt roit epo0 would occupy the entire first line and three 
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letter spaces of the second line in a stoichedon text of 23 letters. This phrase does not 
contain the combination ON. 

Under these circumstances we believe that the suggestion made by Hiller that 
these letters be taken to represent part of a postscript may still be accepted until some 
better explanation is put forward for them. This seems imperative if the length of 
line is to be restored with 23 letters. In lines 2-4 Wilhelm reads [..... KaXecora 
8e avro] ? EL[s9 r o Trpvraveov er' 8et7r]vov [ E av'ptov ---]. The letter here read 

as iota in line 2 lies so far to the left in its stoichos that it should be completed rather 
as pi or nu. Any restoration must be quite tentative, but the following satisfies the 
known epigraphic requirements: 

[. . . . ... eL EvaL 8e Tap] T[6 se] 

[ Lo (?) Kai eVpeorOaL av7ro't ]e Er[at] 

[EaEo-atEoLs ho,rt av S] vov [ra] 
[ a ya0ov a vaypadO'aa 8 ] E TO -oTc 

5 [e&ito-JLa To8E EO-TEXEL K]ait Kar- 

[a0e6vaL TE TroXEt rov ypac ] LTlar- 

[ea sri /b3oXe rEXEos rotls NEo- 

[-- ] 
Uninscribed space of several lines 
[- - -- --- ]ov 

I.G., 12, 179 + 169 + 61 

By dividing the words differently in the second line of I.G., 12, 61 Wilhelm has 
shown that the text of this composite inscription does not refer to an otherwise 
unknown Sikan but rather to a group of people, named with ethnics in I.G., I2, 179, 
who were honored together by the Athenian Council and Demos.49 Instead of reading 
TrO $tKcav[oi, one should read a[v]roCo-L Ka[i, and all reference to the Sikan disappears. 
I give the following text, taken with some modifications from Wilhelm's publication: 

[e8oXo-ev TEL /3oXeL Kai TO L E]t 

[OLt KEK]po [Tl E7Tpv-aVpEVe ....] 

[... ]0 s eyp [ atareve. . . . .. . 
[ca~] , .a[ . 
~a0 , 

5 
[E7TE]O-TaTE A[. .ca6.. e7 .5..] 

5 [...]ov Trov A[ tvee ? Ka ..5...] 

[.. ]av rov Ai[vEarv ? KCa ... ...] 

. ... 7] OV PE[y6 OV7LOV? ETreti E e] 

1T7l0o60-]I 'AOfE[vatog EraLvecat p1] 

[ v Kal dvayp6dqo -a~L rpoxo-E'vog] 
10 [Ka, EvepYETaK -- - TX. - --] 

lacuna 
[... evaL oE avTrotcr Kat apo]pa 

[s Kat oc-paTEita arEXEta]v' ho 8 

[e ypaplTarE ho rgE f3oXE']s ava 

[ypabo-aro El/ TordXe Eo-'TXE] t X 

15 [ OtvEL hot 8e 7roXEcrat rot] TO cIO 
[ocrdvrov hot 8e KoXaKperat] so 

\vrov Tr apyvpmov ' horor o av] a e 

[adSKo6vra, ErtL?eXo'-0ov a] vTr 

[ v hot o-pareyot hot aiet] or-pa 
20 [T]eyovTre[s Kat E 38oXE' eva o]E\ a[v'] 

TOUiTL Ka[L rrpo'o-oov 7Trpb rev /8] 

oXev eav [rov 8EovTra, Kat ro ITr] 

pvTaves [irpoo-ayev avrog Et ] T 

Ev /3oXEv [Kait ro'v SEAIOV eravay] 

25 KE r7rpdr[o ITera r& htep&a eiEL] 

8a\v he [E oXE Trep a,vro-v E -\,v 8] 

ep.Ov e aXEVE'yKEt 

vacat 

49 Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 41-48 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
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In line 8 the preserved letters are not merely A 0, as given by Wade-Gery,50 and 
repeated by Wilhelm (op. cit., p. 42) as part of a phrase which he suggests by way 
of example: Wc o6'vra a'vpas dyao<s IrEpL rov 8EIov rTov 'AOEvatov. The letters are 
IAO -, as reported in I.G., I, Suppl., p. 167, no. 116u, and repeated in I.G., I2, 179; 
they must be interpreted as IAOE. 

Evidently the names of the benefactors of Athens were concluded before line 8 
was reached, for the letters AOE ought properly to be expanded as some form of 
'AOEvatog and not as a foreign name or ethnic. Considerations of space show that 
there were three names of foreigners. I have suggested that two of them may have 
had the ethnic Alvea6rsT and one the ethnic IEYovrLtos, representing neighboring towns 
of the Athenian empire in the Chalcidic peninsula,"1 and that after the names there 
appeared the motivating clause eTreLs Ev TOL70to-] t 'A6E[-vaio, which satisfies the traces 
of letters on the stone and the stoichedon arrangement. It is necessary also to restore 
the verb Evratvacua and probably some phrase indicating that they were to be made 
proxenoi and benefactors of the Athenians. 

If this is true, then lines 11-12 may not be made to read Kat eva] l a [vro9 wrpoXr-Evo0 

'AOevaico]v (cf. Wilhelm, op. cit., p. 44). On the analogy of Wilhelm's new text of 
I.G., I2, 154, lines 15-17 ( Ka /eTOLKtLO? arTe] XELaV E' [at avrotv 'A0eveo-iV? Kat ]popas 
Kal [olrpaTrla --) I suggest here 'eva 8' av'roZo- KaL 4po]pea[s KaL o-rpareita arEXELa]v. 
The preserved letters in line 11 which Wilhelm reads from his transcript and squeeze 
as I A appear similarly on my squeeze except that only the lower tip of the iota is pre- 
served. Even this is so spaced that it may perhaps be completed as rho better than 
as iota.52 

I.G., II2, 38 

This inscription was published by Eleanor Weston in A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 
347-352, as part of the same original monument with I.G., II2, 71, a document once 
known and lost and now recovered in the American excavations of the Athenian 

Agora. The association of the two pieces depended on an observation made by 
Schweigert and communicated to Miss Weston. 

Wilhelm's restoration with a length of line of 32 letters 53 is so persuasive that 
this connection with I.G., II2, 71, which required a line of 28 letters, must be aban- 
doned. It should be noted that the stones do not join, and that they were associated 
only on the basis of the general appearance of letter forms and the supposed lengths 
of line of 28 letters in both fragments. 

50 B.S.A., XXXIII, 1932-1933, p. 133. 
51 See Meritt, Wade-Gery, McGregor, A.T.L., I, pp. 464 and 560. 
52 For the reading of line 14 cf. also Meritt, Epigraphica Attica, p. 147, note 26. 
53 Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 23-24 (Sitzb. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
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In the last line Miss Weston read [\(evye]v 8[e 7rv 7ro'Xv .....]. Here Wilhelm 

says (op. cit., p. 24) that the letters clearly visible are ONO, though they are not 
published in the Corpus or in Wilhelm's editio princeps (Eranos Vindob., p. 246, note) 54 
on which the text of the Corpus was based. However, a photograph just received from 
Athens confirms Wilhelm's reading, except for the fact that only parts of the omi- 

crons, not the whole letters, are preserved. Following his suggestion that these letters 
form some part of the word 06vos, one might restore in lines 3-6, for example: 

Tr[V 8E TrlLoptav EvaOL vrE] 

[p' avLr'- Ka] da7rp E[dv TS rtva 'Aorvaolwv e] 

[v r7-j VITpo] piat /3 [tLatt avarToO aTrOKTE] 

[ VY1t Ka\ TO 01]OV [KcaTa&Kaco-Oj vel sim.] 

Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 275, no. 10 

The inscription here published consists of three fragments which join together 
and which were all found on the north slope of the Acropolis. They were edited by 
Schweigert, who restored the text with a stoichedon length of line of 31 letters. 
Wilhelm now wishes 55 to attribute these fragments to the same stele with I.G., I2, 55. 
He claims that they undoubtedly belong together as one may see from the photographs 
which show the same Ionic writing and the same weathering of the white marble. 

This attribution shows the danger of studying inscriptions from photographs 
alone.56 I have squeezes of fragment b of I.G., I2, 55 and of one of the small frag- 
ments of Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 275, no. 10. These show indeed the same Ionic 

lettering which is visible also in the photographs, but the squeezes show also the relative 
size of the letters and their relative spacing. In I.G., I2, 55 three lines occupy a vertical 

space of 0.04 m., while in Schweigert's fragments three lines occupy a vertical space 
of 0.052 m. The horizontal measurements give about 0.009 m. for each letter space 
of I.G., I2, 55 and about 0.012 m. for the new text published by Schweigert. It is 

obvious that the association suggested by Wilhelm is impossible and that the new 

inscription has nothing to do with I.G., I2, 55. 
Under these circumstances it seems best to retain the stoichedon line of 31 letters 

suggested for the new text by Schweigert and thus to avoid some anomalies in spelling 
which appear in Wilhelm's restorations. There is no longer any need to develop a line 

54 Wilhelm's first text posited a line of 28 letters: 'AOrqval]oit KpaT[orcfl . .. . ]EtAXv 'AO[rv . . . 
eav ... a7r] oOdvrnL T ['V TtLrWpiav tvat . . . Ka] a7rEp ie[a TtS 'AOr%vaiwv v rTj vrepo] ptat / [ta%t) OavaTrwL 

a7roOavr)i KTX. 
55 Attische Urkunden IV, pp. 37-38 (Sit-b. Ak. Wien, 1939). 
56 See, for example, Meritt, Epigraphica Attica, pp. 66-68. 
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of 32 letters to agree with the length of line in I.G., I2, 55. I change the wording of 
Schweigert's restorations in two places and suggest for lines 9-14 the following text: 

[* . *13..... . . ' *V 8 . 3a[ t Ln Oavarot] 
10 [Iro a7ro0av evL EvL] Tr)t v rt[popiav av'Trot] 

[Kaad'Vrep 'jv ris] 'AOfrvawov [,rtva aCroKrE'v] 

[qtL KaXEo-act 8E a]vrTv Ka [r E vtaE Tro] 

[rrpv7avdEov es] ac'ptov' [ .. .6... LITre' ra ,] 
[Ei a'XXa KactOc'E]p 3t, /[oX'3t . [ev aXXa 0ada]rep Tr ~ [oXA .... .ai... . ] 

BENJAMIN D. MERITT 
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 
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